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Editorial

Location

In this issue, which is about “location” in all
its complex geographic and social meanings, contributors discuss the work of a
number of artists whose work explores the
relationship between place, language and
images. Among the essays in this issue,
Corrine Fitzpatrick writes about the work
of Etel Adnan, a Lebanese-American poet,
essayist and painter, whose practice moves
back and forth between visual and written
modes of working, evocatively describing
the political and physical landscapes the
artist has inhabited throughout her 90
years of life. Kimberly Phillips decribes
two recent exhibitions by Canadian artist
Marian Penner Bancroft and Israeli artist
Noa Giniger, presenting a meditation on
the melancholic character of the image,
and how these two artists offer images as
ways of enacting relationships to places
and times that can no longer be accessed.
Nicholas Brown examines Dutch artist
Renzo Martens’ Institute for Human Activities (iha), a project where Martens
established an institution for research,
therapy and creative production on a former
plantation in the Democratic Republic of
Congo. Simultaneously critiquing and enacting many of the problems associated
with international foreign aid, the iha
reveals deeply entrenched global disparities in the production and consumption
of images. Also in this issue, Alexandra
Phillips looks at why Berlin has become
the destination of choice for Canadian
artists, and what this says about the influence of transnational travel on artistic
production. And, more pragmatically, in
Stopover, an artist project by Stephanie
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Loveless and Alexis Bhagat, fellow artists national daily, The Globe and Mail, announced
are asked what they think about the Grey- that Graeme Patterson and Chris Curreri,
hound terminal in Albany, NY, an inevi- both of whom are featured in the reviews
table stopping point for those travelling section, have been shortlisted for the Sobey
between their respective home cities of Art Award, one of Canada’s most prestiMontreal and New York.
gious prizes for artists. We’re proud of all
While we typically use the features sec- the artists in this issue for the quality and
tion of the magazine to explore a theme importance of their work, as well as for
to which we’ve asked writers to respond, the recognition they have received.
such as Walking (the theme of our previous
C Magazine is in itself an expression
issue), or Wet (the theme of our next issue), of “location.” Perhaps this issue is an opour theme for this issue emerged from portunity to think of it as a map of global
proposals that we received from writers. contemporary art practice with Canada
Reviews, on the other hand, are not expli- at its centre.
citly connected to any given issue theme.
They do, however, innately express and
produce location, positioning artists’ work
within national and international matrices of contemporary art practice. And
while reviews serve a similar function as
features, in providing critical discussion
of an artist’s work, the review format aims
for a higher degree of stylistic consistency
and geographical breadth, making connections between work happening all across
the globe.
The review also offers both writers and
readers a consistent and predictable format. Over the past few years we’ve found
that the 1,000-word review is the optimal
length for a sustained discussion of an
exhibition. Writers have engaged the review format with eloquent and illuminating
interpretations of the projects they cover,
enriching the experiences of both viewers
and readers. We’re especially proud of the
quality of the writing in this section of the
magazine, and of the work being reviewed. As this issue goes to press, Canada’s
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On Writing

The Parrot
by Maryse Larivière
Maryse Larivière meets Polly, the world’s
smartest African Grey parrot.
Psittacine language interpretation by
Ania Wroblewski.w
MARYSE:

What’s the Pope story again?
POLLY:
I don’t know of any more updates!
That was kinda it... Check Perez Hilton’s
blog maybe?
M: Oh yeah, I got it here: “Pope blesses

porn star’s giant parrot... Francis came
closer, gently put his fingers in the bird’s
talons to shower it with the Lord’s grace.”
P:

Francis is a huge fan of us, pappagallos.
In the Garden of Eden, all animals
could speak, but after Eve ate the
forbidden fruit, only the parrot could
speak. The Pope knows very well
that parrots, since they are the last
witnesses of the Garden of Eden, are
the messengers of God, and the voice
of great happiness! Oh actually, you
know what? That reminds me that
there is a part in I Love Dick where
there is a bird. Let me check...

M: It’s true, Sylvère Lotringer has a bird,

and it’s supposed to represent his
double. It’s so good... I can’t find the page
either...

P:

 eah, I re-read it the other day... oh,
Y
here, I found it! It’s on page 71. The
bird’s name – and it’s a parrot too – is
Loulou, after Flaubert of course!

M: Yeah, okay. I’m gonna start reading

it to you. So, Sylvère and Chris are
moving their stuff from one storage bin to
another. And Sylvère is too cheap so they
are trying to fit everything in one that’s
too small for the amount of stuff that they
have. They end up having to throw away
a bird cage in order to make their stuff fit.
“But finally it all fits when they agree to
throw away the gilded cage they’d bought
in Colton at the Pets’R’Us liquidation sale
for 30 bucks, a bargain. The bird had long
since flown away. Driving back through
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Encinitas, at the end of their cheap and
dusty impromptu vacation in Baja last
September they’d bought a small green
conure parrot on the roadside, hiding it
under the car-seat when they drove across
the border. Loulou – they’d name it for
Félicité’s pet in Flaubert’s A Simple Heart –
had been Sylvère’s Bird Correlative. He
fed it lettuce leaves and seeds, confided to
it, tried to teach it words. But one sunny
autumn day, he left the cage door open on
the deck so Loulou could get a better view
of the freshly snow-capped peaks of Lake
Gregory. As he watchßed astonished, and
quickly broken-hearted, Loulou flew from
the birdcage to the railing to the giant
pine, and finally out of view. They’d bought
every bird accessory but the wing-clip,
‘He chose freedom,’ Sylvère repeated sadly.”

P:

M: That’s where the Pope comes from,

no? There are definitely a lot of
women with parrots in Western art.

P:

 ha! There, another parrot for you!
Ha
Does Chris Kraus wish she was the
parrot, though? Is this what the passage is really about?

 he art world is quite an exotic
T
subculture with lots of gossip girls not
unlike the talking parrot!

M: Right! I know you’re joking but

women were once called “parrots,” a
demeaning metaphor implying that they
were allegedly unable to form their own
opinions.
P:

P:

The first Europeans to ever travel to
Brazil actually thought they’d arrived
in the Garden of Eden because there
were parrots everywhere!

Like the parrot’s repetitive speech,
the gossips and mundanities of the
female voice can be productive.

M: Of course, and art has always been a

great outlet for the personal as political.

M: I guess she did feel somewhat over-

protected by Sylvère to a point where
she needed to escape. What’s interesting
about the “Sylvère” character in the book,
which never gets discussed anyways, is how
he lets “Chris” be. He completely allows
her to chase after her desires and sincerely
supports her creative quest for freedom.

1746 political journal, The Parrot, with
a Compendium of the Times by the Authors of
The Female Spectator?

P:

P:

 h well, that’s an interesting alignO
ment between a living philosopher,
Lotringer, and Félicité, Flaubert’s
fictional maid.

M: Félicité is humble – simple but not

simple-minded... Her name stands
for both wisdom and happiness. I guess in
their own way, both Sylvère and Félicité
are looking for greater things than themselves, finding solace in their relationships
with their parrots?
P:

 eah, a faith in the parrot; a mix of
Y
down-to-earth and flamboyant belief!

M: It’s a nice subversion to think of the

parrot as an icon of feminine emancipation. There is a rich iconography of
parrots throughout art history – in many
cultures, for that matter.

P:

 he anecdotal is very revealing of
T
social relations and hierarchies.

M: Have you ever heard of Eliza Haywood’s

Nope. NOPE! NOPE!

M: In the introduction, Haywood de-

mands that the readers “allow her to
be a Bird of Parts!”

P:

What a quip! Kwip! Kwip! Kwip! Kwip!

M: I’m not sure what she means exactly,

but the journal’s goal was to challenge
the misogynistic politics of 19th-century
England through parody and satire. The
journal’s title, The Parrot, is definitely meant
to mock the assumption that women are
only capable of “parroting” the political
opinions of their husbands!
P:

 ven today, they call women “birds”
E
in England... It’s a slang thing. Maybe
kinda flighty too, or featherbrained!

M:

Featherbrain? Sounds soft and cozy for
a derogatory term.
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P:

Cwack! Cwack! Yeah! But the same
goes for “chicks.” Seems like there is
a whole bird lexique...

M: For women, yeah.
P:

 ell, that’s interesting because this
W
idea of a bird lexicon brings it all around,
from Flaubert to Pope Francis; the
porn star and the parrot, it’s all kind of
the same discussion. And in a way, it’s
all very political.

M: Of course! The talking parrot became

P:

 reud has to be le protecteur des
F
perroquets then!

M: I think that la femme au perroquet who,

like Marcela Iacub, embodies and
experiences the things she wants to talk
about, can stand up for herself.

P:

 ell, sounds to me like Iacub’s project
W
is a sort of “performance philosophy” in
the way the female body is really put
on the front line for art.

M: While reading Aliens & Anorexia, in

a key figure in debates on consciousness in Western philosophy. Locke’s anecdote
of a discussion with a Spanish talking parrot
claiming to be a very good chick herder is
hilarious!

which Chris Kraus actually coins “performance philosophy” to define Simone
Weil’s practice, I remember thinking a lot
about Andrea Fraser’s work too, and how she
basically sacrifices her body in Untitled (2003).

P:

P:

COT-COT-CODET! That must be why
Marcela Iacub has a parrot!

M: Oh yeah, she posed with it for the cover

image of her essay “Bête et victime et
autres chroniques de Libération.” She
likes her pig too!

P:

 a ha ha! Belle et Bête... my first imH
pression of the novel was that it was
sort of fluffy, but now I find it’s actually
really interesting how she’s distinguishing between the man and the pig
as two different beings within one
person – her lover – in the novel.

M: She loves the pig with its dirtiness,

and all its badness, because there is
something pure about the pig. Because
there might be something human about
the pig we all have within ourselves that
civilization is trying to erase. I think Iacub
is pointing out what society – feminist
and patriarchal alike – does to the animal
within us. It’s as if Freud had been reincarnated as a female lawyer and philosopher!

shouldn’t only be defined by their
bodies...Catherine Millet’s novel La vie
sexuelle... certainly set a precedent in how
it discusses female sexuality in a way that’s
detached from emotions as a philosophical
reflection. What’s truly original about the
book, I think, is how it is renewing the
language that’s politicizing female sexuality
as a conceptual art project.

P:

I agree; Iacub and Freud, same
combat!

M: She dreams of barbecuing her lover

pig sometimes, even though she’s
vegetarian! I’m sure Freud would have a lot
to say about how Iacub reflects on herself
as la protectrice des porcs...

WAAAAIT a minute here, Catherine
Millet is not an artist...

M: Yeah, I know, I only realized recently

that her novel was in fact never considered an artwork per se. I was in France
when it came out so I immediately assumed
it was an artist’s book since she’s quite influential in the French art scene, as an art
historian, of course, but also as the editor
of art press magazine.
 o how does that make her novel an
S
artistic project then?

M: She conceived it as an artwork; it’s

just rarely discussed as such. She was
quite explicit about how, as an art historian, she spent so much time looking at
the world through the viewpoint of artists
that she wound up going down that path
herself.

 hen what would be the difference
T
between contemporary women’s writing and contemporary women’s art
writing? Is there a difference?

M: Why should there be? Okay, it’s not

all the same... I guess, at this point, I
personally just find it impossible to make
a distinction between certain novels and
artists’ books. I was really surprised though
that works by Chris Kraus or Catherine
Millet were not included in The Book Lovers,
that recent exhibition about artists’ novels
in New York. The expanded field of art literature is slowly appearing to me, and to a
lot of other people too.
P:

The body as “an object in an artwork.”
Really? REEEEEEALLY?

M: Well, that’s the point right? Women

P:
P:

P:

A collective hallucination, I love that!
Wouiit Wiouuuu! Is your vision of a coalescence of feminine art and writing
doing anything to the historical understanding of the artist’s book then?

M: Kraus, Iacub and Millet’s subjective

accounts of their own feminine experience through fiction writing, which are
all in their own way political, allow for the
history of the artist’s book to be opened
up to account for books written by women
who aren’t necessarily considered artists
by the canon.
P:

 am!! What is your genealogy of the
B
artist’s book, then, if you’re going to
give one? Like, where do you begin?

M: The emergence of the artist’s book

coincides with the advent of the
novel, with projects like Eliza Haywood’s
The Anti-Pamela, or Feign’d Innocence Detected
in England, and Madame de La Fayette’s La
Princesse de Clèves in France. In these novels,
subjectivity is a political attitude that is
adopted in direct opposition to the writings
of their contemporaries, which promoted
the “universal,” the “neutral” and “rational.”
Or in other words, the white, heterosexual
and masculine production of knowledge.
P:

 o the book functions as an ephemeral
S
performance, “an attitude becoming
form,” to raise consciousness about
femininity that is expressed differently, on an existential level?
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M: In a way, yes, but the novels function

M: It has to do with the tension between

as performance art. These writers take
their experience, and process it through
writing. Since the gender issues they’re
tackling are somewhat complex and shapeshifting, visual artworks rarely do justice to
their thinking around these ideas on their
own, hence the need to take up writing.

the way these artists and writers situate themselves, and the way that they’ve
been absorbed into certain groups or canons.
It’s interesting because all these contemporary women artists and authors don’t
necessarily see any sort of link between
each other.

P:

P:

 ho are “these writers” you’re talking
W
about exactly? Just do it, just give me
some names quick! Pritt!!! Pritt!

M: Ha ha ha ha! Okay, well, let’s see, I

have quite a fondness for Rosalba
Carriera’s diaries. Also, researching the
writings of Michèle Bernstein of Situationist
International, especially her romans-à-clef,
at the National Library of France was an
experience in itself. I managed to “obtain”
a copy of La nuit in its entirety with the help
of an astute librarian, back when it was impossible to find... Lucy R. Lippard’s novel
I See/You Mean also makes it very clear to me
that creative writing can be a conceptual art
practice as well. Hmm, I came across Valérie
Mréjen’s L’agrume by chance, and immediately loved how writing was at the core of
her practice! How Should a Person Be by Sheila
Heti is also a novel that brings forth the
intimate coalescence of art and writing in
contemporary practices.
P:

 hat about Frida Kahlo’s parrots?
W
In her work, the parrot is a nahual,
a shapeshifting persona, used to
conceal herself... What about all the
women Surrealists who were not
included in the canon of Surrealism,
who did performances as well as
writing, but also photography and collages? They were working between
all of these media. Are they included?

M: Yes, of course! Mina Loy, and the many

avant-garde women. And of course,
my favourite, poetess Valentine de SaintPoint, the Futurist who basically invented
performance art, modern dance and conceptual art. And yet she is barely known,
let alone considered an artist!
P:

 ho needs to be an artist anyways
W
right? Cwark! Better to be a parrot
than an artist! Cwark! Cwark!
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If you want to talk about all these
women together as an art movement,
then that’s great! GREAAAAAT!!!!

M: The idea is to propose a different

framework for women’s writing while
expanding the notion of institutional
critique.

P:

 our perspective on the affinities
Y
linking these women writers is a little
different because it’s totally informed
by your knowledge of art...

M: It’s so contextual, I know... Most people

interested in Sheila Heti’s writings,
for instance, don’t know anything about
French women authors like Sophie Calle,
Annie Ernaux, Catherine Millet.

art, and who decides who is or isn’t
an artist?
M: It’s unusual but it seems like one of

the last possibilities for art is within
intimacy. Pauline Klein thinks too many of
us want to make art, and that is detrimentally colonizing life in its entirety. But listen
to this: “Il fallait selon elle, revenir à une pensée
privée et jamais dévoilée. La vie intérieure, invisible, était le dernier rempart de la possibilité de l’art,
mais pour que cette possibilité ait lieu, il fallait lui
maintenir la tête sous l’eau, ne plus sortir de son
intimité chaotique, il fallait se faire se succéder les
mots et les choses dans les limites mouvementées
de notre corps fermé, les préserver comme un secret.”
("According to her, we have to go back to
private thought and never divulge. The
interior life – invisible – is the last defence
for the possibility of art, but for this possibility to happen, we must keep our heads
under water, never come out of our chaotic
intimacy, and make words and things follow
one another within the turbulent boundaries
of our closed bodies, preserving them like
a secret.")
P:

P:

 eah, well Chris Kraus has to know...
Y
RIGHT!!!???

M: Indeed, it goes both ways; a lot of

people I know who are interested in
French autofiction works, well, they’ve
never heard of Chris Kraus! Her writings
are influential because they are understood as a starting point, when in fact,
they are very much informed by French
women’s writing and art. There is a definite link between the Franco and Anglo
scenes through Calle and Kraus, for sure,
even with the linguistic divide... Kraus is
Calle without the photographs, and that’s
for the best.
P:

Is Kraus’ work even translated into
French?

M: I don’t know... Oh my god! We totally

should work on that!

P:

I like how you’re trying to find the
locus of that thing called art! And
who is allowed to say what is or isn’t

 rt as a secret. That idea, it’s totally
A
at the heart of your conception of
women’s art writing.

M: Art is a secret by women without

secrets...

↘

Maryse Larivière is an artist whose
	practice encompasses dreamed
realities, psychoanalytic examinations, reposts to published work,
reiterations and collaborations.
Taking the form of performance,
video, sculpture and writing, her
work lies at the intersection of art,
literature, politics and theory. Originally from Montreal, she received
her MFA from the University of
Guelph, and is currently a doctoral
candidate in Arts and Visual Culture
at University of Western Ontario,
specializing in art writing and the
history of artists' books. Her upcoming solo exhibition/project at
Kunstverein Toronto this fall will
consist of an invisible theatre play.
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Maryse Larivière, The Window May be Open, 2014, digital collage
image courtesy of the artist
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by Corrine Fitzpatrick

just a subject matter, but becomes a
matter of life and death, our sanity
resolved by visual means. Sanity is our
power of perception kept focused. And
it is an open ended endeavor.

“

		

— Etel Adnan,

Journey to Mount Tamalpais 1

For over 30 years, Etel Adnan has painted Mount Tamalpais, applying bold
and unmixed oil paint to small rectangular canvases with a palette knife. Her
abstracted landscapes are practically
formalist in their bright, assured strokes
of colour. Greens dominate a rotating
cast of blues, pinks, mustard golds and,
quite often, floating squares of red. Sunsets are suggested, as is fog, dusk and
the subtly changing California seasons.
Her permutations of colours are surprising, crepuscular. Her facture seems
unsophisticated and unselfconscious;
decisive movement in the service of
colour. “My spirit is anguished by color,” Adnan writes in Journey to Mount
Tamalpais (1986), her book-length contemplation on painting, place and perception culled from 20 years’ worth
of notes on her long-standing subject.
“Color is the sign of the existence of
life. I feel like believing, being in a state
of pure belief, of affirmation. I exist
because I see colors.” 2
Fourteen of these small landscapes,
along with two larger related paintings,
are currently on view at Callicoon Fine
Arts’ newly opened Delancey Street
gallery in New York City. Roughly half
of the works on display were painted
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1	Etel Adnan. "Journey to Mount Tamalpais", in To look at
the sea is to become what one is: An Etel Adnan Reader,
Vol. 1 (New York, Nightboat Books 2014), 331.

in situ, during the 1980s, from Adnan’s
former home near the base of the mountain in Sausalito, California. Lined in a
snaking horizon across the three walls
of the exhibition, these earlier pieces
comingle with recent works painted
in 2012 from her current residence in
Paris, France. One senses that the image of Tamalpais in the eye of the artist’s
mind is as present and remarkable as it
was 30 years prior, when viewed from
her deck, or through her studio window.
Born in 1925 into a Turkish-speaking home in Beirut, Lebanon, Adnan
was educated in French and studied
philosophy at the Sorbonne, Berkeley
and Harvard before teaching Philosophy of Art and Esthetics at Dominican
College in San Rafael, California from
1958 to 1972. During her early years in
California, out of solidarity with the Algerian War of Independence, she stopped
writing in French and took up painting
as her language of expression. Adnan’s
commitment to Mount Tamalpais as
subject matter began with her involvement, also in the early 1960s, with a
perception workshop led by her colleague, the painter Ann O’Hanlon. A
small group of artists gathered often at
the Mill Valley home of Ann and Dick
O’Hanlon, where they would paint, hike
around the mountain and discuss the
sacredness of images. A line from Journey reads: “Through the long night of
the species we go on, somehow blindly,
and we give a name to our need for a
breakthrough: we call it Angel, or call
it Art, or call it the Mountain.” 3
As the Vietnam War escalated, Adnan found political affinity with the
Bay Area poetry scene, and joined the
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Location
Ibid., 329.

3

Ibid., 308.

4	Etel Adnan , "To Write in a Foreign Language", in To
look at the sea is to become what one is, 256–257.

I know by experience, by now, that no

” subject matter, after a while, remains
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5	Simone Fattall, “On Perception: Etel Adnan’s
Visual Art” in Etel Adnan: Critical Essays on
the Arab-American Writer and Artist , eds.
Lisa Suhair Majaj and Amal Amireh. (North
Carolina: McFarland, 2002).

essays written in English are widely
translated as well. Earlier this year, she
was named Chevalier des Arts et des Lettres
by the French government, the most
recent of many awards. Her paintings,
leporellos, tapestries, drawings and
film works have been shown in small
galleries across the world for decades.
The dOCUMENTA retrospective in
Kassel, however, brought unprecedented attention to Adnan’s visual art; this
spring, she has concurrent solo exhibitions in New York, Doha, and Beijing,
as well as a large selection of work in
the 2014 Whitney Biennial. “It’s a nice
feeling to have your work appreciated,
but it’s almost a fashion for women to
be recognized late in life,” says Adnan in
a recent interview. “It’s a trend, but we
hope it will change.”7 Thanks to the coinciding efforts of Callicoon Fine Arts
and New York City-based Nightboat
Books, Adnan’s dual realms are finally
made accessible as an irrefutably indivisible and comprehensive praxis.
To look at the sea is to become what one
is: An Etel Adnan Reader (2014) is a twovolume collection encompassing over
50 years of Adnan’s poetry and essays.
Journey to Mount Tamalpais and Sitt Marie
Rose are reproduced in their entireties,
as are a number of other books, including Of Cities & Women (Letters to Fawwaz)
(1993), a roaming, epistolary meditation
on feminism, global affairs, painting and,
most affectingly, Adnan’s first return to
Beirut after a 12-year-long exile. Faithfully edited by poets Thom Donovan
and Brandon Shimoda, this new edition
includes a generous forward by poetscholar Ammiel Alcalay, who lucidly contextualizes Adnan’s oeuvre within the
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6	Interview with Etel Adnan in Qantara,
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7	Lisa Robertson, “Etel Adnan,”
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Etel Adnan, Untitled, 1973, ink on paper,
19.1 cm ✕ 594.4 cm stretched
photo : chris austin
image courtesy of callicoon fine arts , new york

protest culture by writing poems of
her own. “Whenever I write in America,
I write in English,” she has stated. “I
have always been part of the here and
now.”4 In 1972, Adnan returned to Beirut,
where she worked as cultural editor for
two daily francophone newspapers until fighting there led her to flee in 1976
to Paris, where she immediately wrote
Sitt Marie Rose, a novel rooted in the
Lebanese Civil War and based on the
factual kidnapping, torture, and murder of her acquaintance Marie Rose
Boulos, a Christian woman killed by
Christian Phalangists – at least one
of whom was also an acquaintance of
Adnan’s – because of Boulos’ support
for the Palestinian Resistance. The political opinions expressed in Adnan’s
novel prohibited her from returning
to Beirut, so in 1977 she returned to
northern California, where she resided
near the base of Mount Tamalpais for
more than 30 years, devoting herself
to painting and writing.
Simone Fattal, the publisher of The
Post-Apollo Press (the primary force
behind Adnan’s writings in English
being in the world) and also Adnan’s
partner of 30-plus years, speaks of “the
two realms of her perception, the verbal
and the visual.”5 Indeed, until Adnan’s
2012 inclusion in dOCUMENTA (13),
her work had been predominantly considered in distinct parallel streams.
Described in the press as the “grand
dame of Middle Eastern literature,”6
Adnan has likewise long been a giant
of the United States poetry world. Sitt
Marie Rose – written originally in French –
has been translated into 10 languages,
and her many books of poetry and
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8	Ammiel Alcalay, “A Dance of Freedom” / In
the Worlds of Etel Adnan, in To look at the
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Etel Adnan, Untitled (Paris), 1993, ink on paper,
20.3 cm ✕ 307.3 cm stretched
photo : chris austin
image courtesy of callicoon fine arts , new york

through vis-à-vis her writing in a virtually linear sweep. Coupled with the
current exhibitions of her visual art,
it becomes possible to perceive Adnan’s
two realms of perception as cohesive
and not subject to the reductive demarcation that writing is her primary mode,
among other limiting categorizations.
(Ostensibly, her recently renowned paintings are enjoying a commercial success
unavailable to the milieu of small-press
publishing in which her books exist; at
first blush, her writing is political and
her paintings abstract, apolitical even.)
Etel Adnan writes about conflict,
death and persecution with astonishing lyric precision. From her epic booklength poem The Arab Apocalypse: “Light
comes on horse-back crosses the desert bathes the city / there is a paradise
inside the yellow sun towards which the
refugee is walking / There is refuge only
in death there is no refuge but in fire.” 9
Take also Sitt Marie Rose, written in one
furious month as a devastating inquiry
into the formations of violence that tore
her native Beirut apart and forced her
to leave. “Writing forces one to go to
the bitter end of what one thinks,” 10
Adnan said recently. “It seems to me,”
she wrote, years ago, in Journey to Mount
Tamalpais, “that I write what I see, paint
what I am.”11 

Corrine Fitzpatrick is a poet in Brooklyn, NY. Her art writing
	can be found online at artforum.com and in various
artist’s books and publications. With Paula Garcia, she
is curating Combinations, a long-duration performance
art event for Paço das Artes at the University of São
Paulo, Brazil in October 2014.
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9	Etel Adnan, "The Arab Apocalypse", in To look at
the sea is to become what one is, 191.
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Robertson. “Etel Adnan.”

11	Etel Adnan, "Journey to Mount Tamalpais", in
To look at the sea is to become what one is, 311.

historic and geographic facts of her biography and, importantly, articulates
her “establishment of the poetic fact
of Palestine (which) creates a ground
of the real she can then fully inhabit.”
Alcalay recalibrates the focus that has
always been placed on Adnan’s exile
status, recasting her peripatetic alienations affirmatively: “by being estranged
from that with which she is most familiar, Adnan is equally at home anywhere
in the world, and that is a deep source
of her unique powers.” 8
Etel Adnan’s eponymous exhibition
at Callicoon Fine Arts extends to the gallery’s smaller original space on Forsyth
Street, around the corner from where
her paintings are shown. Housed in
hip-level glass vitrines are five of the
artist’s leporellos (scroll-like paintings
and drawings on Japanese-style accordion notebooks, unfolded here to full
length, some as long as 20 feet). The five
works range in date from 1968 through
1999 and, as such, display the consistency of her artistic practice. Intended
to be read from left to right, the leporellos – which incorporate image with
text in both Arabic and English – enact
a tangible bridge or overlap between
Adnan’s verbal and visual modes; these
are images asking to be read, as well as
swaths of language suspended in pictorial fields.
Prior to the publication of To look
at the sea is to become what one is, it was
difficult to acquire the heft of Adnan’s
work as it has been printed in relatively
small editions by mainly independent
presses across half a century. The new
Nightboat volumes allow one to track
the many cities and wars she has lived
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Marian Penner Bancroft, Weeping willow and pond algae,
Bulcamp House, Suffolk, U.K., 2012-2013
image courtesy of republic gallery, vancouver
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Willow, Weep for Me: Noa Giniger,
Marian Penner Bancroft, and the
Intricacies of Melancholy

Melancholy is undoubtedly the most lyrical of afflictions,
variously described as an atmosphere of sorrow, the exquisite pleasure of longing, a sense of impending loss, or an
endless, inexplicable waiting. A leaf through the index of
the most “medical” of studies dedicated to the condition –
Robert Burton’s meandering, encyclopedic The Anatomy of
Melancholy, first published in 1621 – suggests that a descent
into melancholy could be brought upon by almost anything,
from a bad love affair to a meal of beef.3 In the sui generis that
is this tome, melancholy assumes the role of an open aperture through which all of human life and thought may be examined. By the time Sigmund Freud pathologized the condition in 1917, melancholy had long since detached itself
from Burton’s scholastic method. Its precise parameters,
however, remained profoundly ambiguous.4 While healthy
mourning is undertaken in order to come to terms with the
loss of a knowable object, the psychoanalyst argues that “in
melancholia the relation to the object is no simple one,” 5
and in fact, the exact nature of loss for the melancholic may
not be clear at all. “The patient is aware of the loss which
has given rise to his melancholia,” he explains, “but only in

the sense that he knows whom he has lost but not what he
has lost in him.” 6 A defining feature of melancholy, then, appears to be the despondency that arises from an inability to
define or consciously access that loss, or perhaps even from the
anticipation and dread of loss, rather than from the experience of loss itself. (Indeed, it is not so difficult to imagine
Freud thus afflicted, drafting “Mourning and Melancholia”
as Europe descended into the war he feared would claim
both his sons.)
The photograph’s relationship to memory, loss, lived experience and place – as well as to the institutional apparatuses
that structure our experience – has been a consistent motif throughout Marian Penner Bancroft’s practice. Present
in Vancouver’s art community since she began to exhibit in
the early 1970s, her work developed very much in relation
to the critical debates around photography at that time. She
approaches this medium as a descriptive system, one that is
(like any language) partial and incomplete, and her images
are often accompanied by textual and sonic elements, each
obliquely informing the other. While she trains her camera
on the natural landscape, her images picture the complexity
of the social world – and particularly that which cannot be
seen, but is palpably present nonetheless. A photograph, for
example, may capture an expanse of lanky, sunbaked grass
in Birtle, Manitoba, but what it records is a potent absence,
that of the residential school which (we are informed through
the title) once stood on this site. The image is made yet
heavier still when we learn that the artist’s maternal grandfather, a United Church minister, was once the school’s
principal. Drawn from a larger series, the silent horror of
this work stems as much from photography’s ineptitude at
capturing anything other than a residue of our violent, colonialist past as it does from the ugliness of that past itself. What
Penner Bancroft’s undulating grasses suggest, then, is the
melancholy of dwelling in proximity to this past, and the
complexity of negotiating one’s identity by way of a strata of
histories that can never be changed nor directly confronted.
The particular sorrow triggered by a recognition of dwelling amidst the echo of past human destruction is perhaps
nowhere more compellingly described than in the works of
the late German writer W.G. Sebald. Part recollection, part
fiction, his curious, enigmatic books are largely concerned
with themes of memory, loss and decline, and are punctuated by indistinct black-and-white photographs, set in
circuitous counterpoint to his narratives. One might argue
that there is something distinctly Sebaldian about Penner
Bancroft’s entire body of work because of the way her images,
too, insistently point to things outside their frame, and
sullenly announce their own limits. That which is distant –
time, place – has a tendency to fold back onto the present,
hovering there unresolved and, to a great extent, inaccessible. Penner Bancroft’s most recent work, Boulevard (2014),
a commission by Vancouver’s Contemporary Art Gallery for
a downtown train station, illustrates this folding-over of time
and place. A sequence of high-contrast translucent prints
installed around two of the station’s glass walls, Boulevard
depicts a kaleidoscopic pattern of elm branches photographed along an historic Vancouver boulevard. Framed
only by the winter sky, Penner Bancroft detaches the branches from the specificity of their locale, so that for the urban
travellers who hurry past them, these images might conjure
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In the winter of 2013, two solo exhibitions in Vancouver offered the image of a weeping willow (one moving, one still):
Marian Penner Bancroft’s hydrologic (drawing up the clouds)
at Republic Gallery, and Noa Giniger’s Absolute Countdown at
the Western Front. The appearance of this distinctive tree
– unmistakable for its majestic, pendulous boughs – within
the terrain of Vancouver’s art world, is somewhat akin to its
station in the natural landscape. The weeping willow is not
indigenous to either. Its existence is always the result of
conscientious planting and cultivation, and in this way it is
conspicuous, as much for its appearance as for its “mournful disposition.” 1 There are, of course, numerous ways in
which Penner Bancroft and Giniger differ in their concerns
and modes of work. However, the choice of this tree – and
the heavy affect with which it is so consistently bestowed 2 –
seems an occasion to consider the presence of melancholy
in each artist’s broader practice, and their respective relationships to ephemerality, permanence, to the gravity of
sentiment and, ultimately, to the complexity (and limits)
of the image itself. Noa Giniger, Paper palm tree
and a fan (stage 3), 2008

image courtesy of the artist
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the memory of other times and places as much as this one. and starved of oxygen. For those in knowledge of its origins
In a similar way, Sebald ruminates as follows, writing in rural – native to eastern Asia, the willow found its way to Britain
England but picturing Berlin of several decades past:
in the 18th century – the gravity of its imperialist past, concentrated so heavily in this place but nowhere visible, apI may be standing at a window on the upper floor of our house,
pears to pull the boughs of this tree lower still.9
but what I see is not the familiar marshes and the willows
Both Penner Bancroft and Giniger’s practices begin, in
thrashing as they always do, but rather, from several hundred
some way, from a careful and close looking at the observable
yards up, acres and acres of allotment gardens bisected by a
world. But if Penner Bancroft’s work points to the aspect of
road, straight as an arrow, down which black taxi cabs speed
melancholy that is about the exquisite pleasure/pain of living
out of the city in the direction of Wannsee.7
amidst a palpable, yet unreachable past, Giniger meditates
on the passage of time in a different way. The AmsterdamIt is these spatial and temporal slippages that, in the based Israeli artist works across a variety of media – instalwork of both Sebald and Penner Bancroft, produce an ex- lation, film, sculpture, text-, web-, and paper- based – and
quisite, ungraspable sorrow, as well as the uncanny sense has developed a practice of quiet observances and interventhat we, as “survivors,” to quote Sebald again, “see every- tions in the physical world, often so small as to be undetectable.
thing from above, see everything at once, and still we do not An early video work, Leaving Living (2005), exemplifies her
know how it was.” 8
approach. In a nighttime mise-en-scène created by the artist,
With the exception of one, all the large-scale still photo- a structure in her hometown is decorated with a welcome
graphs in hydrologic (drawing up the clouds) were captured in mat, picket fence, and a motion-activated light garland
the Suffolk region of East Anglia, the same landscape Sebald strung about the façade. The building had long intrigued
traverses in his 1995 book Die Ringe Des Saturn, Eines englische Giniger because of its minimalist, bunker-like appearance,
Wallfahrt (“The Rings of Saturn: An English Pilgrimmage”). and because it had never been inhabited.10 The camera, imThis marshy, low-lying coastal landscape of reedbeds and mobile throughout the video’s duration, is set on automatic
peat fens is also the setting of Benjamin Britten’s mournful focus and strains – as though human – to sharpen the minimal
opera Peter Grimes (1945), a line from whose libretto (written elements visible in the darkened field of view. Periodically, a
by Montagu Slater) lends Penner Bancroft’s exhibition its vehicle passes, triggering the lights to illuminate for a limited
subtitle. Indeed, a particular “hydro-logic” defines this place. time. The car, of course, does not choose its role, nor is it
Water underlies and connects everything (in the exhibition informed of the consequences of its act.11 From the vehicle’s
too: the still photographs, silent video projection Nine Pictures point of view, the structure is always illuminated. Only we as
and accompanying letterpress text, as well as, more oblique- viewers are witness to the building’s “disappointment” when
ly, the recordings of local sound, all describe the repeated the car fails to stop. As the video continues, our expectations
and random motion of water, grass and trees from two sides build and then drop, and we anthropomorphize the building
of the planet.) The focus of each photograph is a single tree, more and more, rooting for its “hopes” for fulfillment, all
so monumentalized by the image’s scale, composition, and
impeccable clarity as to appear allegorized. Each betrays a
particular pathology: an oak crippled – possibly decades
ago – following a violent storm, another dead and bleached
white, rooted in a saline marsh. And then there is the willow, magnificent and full, bent over a pond covered in algae
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Noa Giniger, NOON, 2009,
archival pigment print,
100 cm ✕ 150 cm
image courtesy of the artist

Noa Giniger, still from The Sorrow Brings Joy
(backstage), 2013, 35mm film transferred to HD,
sound, 05:57
photo : michael love
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the while aware of the triviality and futility of our investment.
Chance factors largely in Giniger’s works; noon (2009),
for example, is what she calls a “found scene”: twin clock
towers on a Berlin church, the left reading one minute after
the hour and the right one minute before. Discovered fortuitously while walking through the city, Giniger returned
with a film camera at midday.12 For the artist, the ephemeral
is rooted in the unbending structures of the universe: gravity
and time. Rather than a perpetual looping of time and space
(as in Penner Bancroft’s work), there is a pull towards things
with a limited lifespan, which occur amidst the relentless
entropic procession – a condition within which we all exist,
and which Giniger terms “absolute countdowns.”
Absolute Countdown, Giniger’s first solo exhibition in Canada, included a web work by the same name,13 a five-minute
film14 (transferred to video) titled The Sorrow the Joy Brings,
as well as a single, diminutive collage. Each work was envisioned as equal to the other,15 but the presentation’s commanding focus was the film, which recorded the end point
of a multi-year project realizing Giniger’s desire to quite
literally “lift the spirits” of a weeping willow. The artist’s
journey towards this eventual filming (shot on location in
Vancouver) is archived on her blog And Gravity Will Always
Bring Us Down,16 which chronicles the entirety of the project, from its beginnings as a simple sketch exploring the
possibility of lifting a willow tree’s boughs with the force of
air. The blog follows Giniger’s research, including conversations with experts in the fields of neurology, vision and
psychology, and is punctuated by collage works inverting
the willow’s “natural” disposition by a simple act of cutting
and flipping so that the trees’ foliage points upwards with
a manic energy. Noa Giniger, still from The Sorrow the Joy Brings,

morphize a whole system of affective states. Unlike Penner
Bancroft’s photographs, which place us elegiacally within an
oscillating present/past, Giniger’s acts leave us longing for a
future that might never come, and anticipating an end that
is ultimately, and beautifully, disappointing.
In their clarity and splendour (and in a nod to the fabled
promises of the medium), Marian Penner Bancroft’s photographs seduce with the promise of some communicative
fulfillment but ultimately (if lyrically) stop short. They are
melancholic in their desire for a connection to a past, in
their tracing of distance, both temporal and geographic,
and in their acknowledgement of humanity’s capacity for
both connectivity and destruction, which seems to course
beneath everything, like water. For Noa Giniger, the gesture
itself, whether brought about by happenstance or an intricate choreography, betrays the futility of these desires. In
the work of both, the things pictured – living or otherwise –
are there in full understanding of the affect we’ll bestow
upon them. But ultimately an object can really only ever
reveal our investments in it, never itself. In the words of
Merleau-Ponty, “the thing holds itself aloof from us and remains self-sufficient…a resolutely silent Other.”19 The object
(or image) will not speak, or even point the way. To this, these
artists respond from two sides, perhaps, of the same sadness:
with the longing for a past that can never be recuperated,
and the yearning for a future that will never come. 
↘

Kimberly Phillips is a Vancouver-based writer and curator. She holds a PhD
	in art history from the University of British Columbia and regularly teaches
courses on contemporary visual art and curatorial practices at Emily Carr
University of Art + Design. She is Director/Curator of Access Gallery, an
artist-run centre committed to supporting the work of emergent artists
and experimental practices.

2013, 35 mm film transferred to HD, sound, 5:57
image courtesy of the artist
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The most elaborate of Giniger’s interventions to date,
The Sorrow the Joy Brings saw a 17-person production crew
traipse pilgrimage-like to a suburban farm where the chosen willow was located, armed with nine very powerful
wind machines, sourced through Vancouver’s film industry.17
The gesture was a profoundly romantic one, perhaps most
poignantly because the film records an act that is, in the
end, underwhelming. After five minutes of roaring sound,
with the crew visible scuttling beneath the wind-blown
boughs, the willow appears hardly to shrug. One by one the
fans are shut down, leaving the tree to settle in resolute
silence. The film rolls on and, after a time, a plane crosses
overhead, cruelly oblivious to our disappointment. The
weeping willow will not be cheered.
Of course, as Giniger has stated, the point was never to
triumph.18 This might well have been achieved with digital
manipulation. The colossal discrepancy between the energy
brought to this act (along with the expectations produced)
and its less-than-spectacular results serves to question the
nature of what we consider “success,” and points to the instability of both anticipation and sentimentality, as well as
the absurd logic through which we organize and anthropo-
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10 E
 mail correspondence with the
artist, April 10, 2014.
11 See http://noa-giniger.tumblr.
com/
12 Email correspondence with the
artist, April 10, 2014.
13 http://www.absolutecountdown.
com/
14 Giniger’s choice of medium was
itself melancholic, as the number
of facilities capable of developing
the 35mm film dwindled even as
the project unfolded. See Giniger’s blog, http://the-sorrow-thejoy-brings.tumblr.com/
15 A note about the installation
itself: within the gallery at the
Western Front, the spatial location of the collage (which might
be understood as the “ideal,” with
the willow’s inverted boughs) and
the film (the reality) was highly
calculated. Positioned on opposite walls, facing one another, the
two works could not be experienced simultaneously. Email correspondence with the artist, April
10, 2014.

16 http://the-sorrow-the-joy-brings.
tumblr.com/
17 The artist noted that these fans
were designed to blow air horizontally across film sets to simulate windy conditions. They had
never before been tested to point
vertically upwards into trees.
18 Email correspondence with the
artist, April 7, 2014.
19 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of Perception, trans.
Colin Smith (London: Routledge,
1989), 322.
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Marian Penner Bancroft, Oak rooted in saline reedbed, Snape Maltings,
Suffolk, U.K., 2012-2013, C-print, 101.6 cm ✕ 101.6 cm
image courtesy of republic gallery, vancouver
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On a riverbank in the Democratic Republic of Congo, a
crowd of revelers sings and dances, their faces aglow with
the cold blue light emanating from a neon billboard that
reads “enjoy please poverty.” Amidst the din of voices
and drums, the camera records local testimonials on behalf
of a so-called publicity launch aimed to show the world
that “Africans are taking charge of their own resources.”
The camera cuts to a close-up of the neon text, as the
word “please” flicks on and off. Amidst the action, one man
remains perfectly still, his eyes glued to the billboard as he
manually operates the flashing message.

This is one of the pivotal scenes in Renzo Marten’s documentary Episode iii: Enjoy Poverty,
which opened to strongly divided audiences in 2009. The Dutch artist plays the protagonist
in the film, an interloping figure who travels down through the drc, a country decimated
by unending conflict over its vast resource deposits. The film is a genre-bending feat: part
video art, part self-reflexive heart-of-darkness testimonial, part human rights documentary.
Through a series of encounters with impoverished plantation labourers, foreign journalists,
plantation owners and members of the international humanitarian system, Martens
advances his thesis that poverty is the Congo’s greatest natural resource. With camera
in hand, the artist sets up scenarios which consistently place him at the centre of the
narrative, the neoliberal evangelist who critiques the self-serving networks of aid and
reportage in the Congo as he continues to strike out in his attempts to recuperate them.
Those already familiar with Martens’ work had reason to suspect the underlying intentions behind his cheerful, do-gooder image. Unlike Episode iii, which is predicated on a
certain kind of artistic humanitarianism, doomed though it may be, his first film Episode i
(2003) makes Western narcissism its central focus. This first in the series drops the artistprotagonist into war-torn Grozny during the Russian assault on Chechnya. Martens tours
refugee camps with camera in hand,1 negotiating interviews on the mistaken presumption
that he is a journalist. Instead of soliciting narrative accounts of the victims, soldiers and
humanitarian workers, he functions more as a surrogate for the disinterested Western
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television viewer, provoking subjects to talk about him rather than their own experiences.
Harnessing the symbolic capital of the camera – where foreign media is tied to humanitarian
aid – Martens unsettles both viewer and subject, often handing the camera to interviewees
so that his body becomes a locus of our own complicity.
Taken together, Martens’ films offer a particularly brutal form of satire played out in
the most extreme registers of reality. Like Jonathan Swift, whom the artist cites as an
influence, Martens proposes solutions that unfold to reveal their own absurdity against
the intractable structures in which they are deployed. And yet they are enacted in real life,
with real implications for those involved. In one pivotal scene, Martens sets out to demonstrate that images of conflict consumed by the West stand to generate far greater rewards
than images of celebration consumed by their local community. He offers to retrain a
group of Congolese event photographers, on the basis that journalists and photographers
employed by humanitarian organizations earn far greater sums documenting death and
hunger-stricken bodies. The men remain skeptical even as they accept his tutelage in the
language of disaster porn. If the implications of this European white man’s trek through
the former Belgian Congo weren’t already apparent, the image of Martens as colonial
educator reaches the level of scripted farce. And in a seemingly foregone conclusion, the
resultant photographs are rejected for their aesthetic shortcomings and the lack of press
accreditation by their authors. This awful lesson doesn’t negate Martens’ thesis, as images
of poverty remain a profitable resource for those permitted to “enjoy” them, but instead
hammers home the stark analogy of the “resource curse,” of nations whose abundant natural
resources constitute the greatest cause of suffering. The poorest people of the poorest
nation cannot even enjoy their own poverty because it has already been claimed.

Institute for Human Activities, creative therapy, 2013
image courtesy of the institute for human activities
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This would appear to be the endgame of Martens’ brand of institutional critique, as an
artistic intervention into lived politics that gives brutal reply to the question of art’s efficacy
in the lives of its subjects. On the one hand, it puts the lie to the critical distance of documentary photography, placing viewer and artist at the centre of what’s being depicted.
On the other, the premise that art can affect real change curdles as the phony aesthetic
evangelist performs his own impotence. The Congolese photographers return to the status
quo, making happy photographs that frame out brutal conditions while foreigners are permitted to stare poverty in its face and earn a good living for their efforts.
In a departure from his filmic persona, Martens’ latest project returns him to the Congo
as Artistic Director of the Institute for Human Activities, a five-year project that
reboots the failed emancipation project of Enjoy Poverty. Provocatively billed as a “Gentrification Program”, the pillar of the Institute’s mission is to make the drc the primary
site of the critical art produced about it, thereby redirecting the economic benefits, privilege
and prestige that typically funnels into the centres of art’s consumption in the Western
art market. Taking its cue from the proliferation of international biennials into the corners
of the world, the project was inaugurated in 2012 in Boteka, the site of a former Unilever
plantation. This was to be the base for a network of activities including research, art therapy and education, a residency program affiliated with the Van Abbemuseum in the Netherlands, and ongoing public programs. The opening seminar included critic T.J. Demos,
philosopher Marcus Steinweg, activist René Ngongo, architect Eyal Weizman, economist
Jérome Mumbanza, curator Nina Möntmann, anthropologist Katrien Pype, and artist Emmanuel Botalata.
Most revealing was the inclusion of Richard Florida as keynote speaker, whose 2002
book The Rise of the Creative Class provides an ambiguous framework for the gentrification
model that the iha proposes. His conversation with Martens was beamed in via Skype, and
the footage plays out like a deleted scene from Episode iii.2 Florida champions his “three Ts”
model of creative success: Technology, Talent and Tolerance. His advice to the Congolese
attendants: “You can be an experiment! The world is very hungry. The world wants a new
model that isn’t driving wages down, that isn’t a race to the bottom. And in the Congo
you have the opportunity to show that. In a place that isn’t the wealthiest on the planet, a
place that has struggle, you can make a new model.” Viewing the footage, it’s fascinating
to watch such a naked display of parachute expertise. The camera cuts back and forth between a patient, bemused audience of plantation workers, and the disjointed interaction
between Martens and Florida. The awkward transposition of Florida’s notions of creative
development in a Western context plays out in parallel to the perversity of Martens’ actions
in Episode iii. And as a framing device for the iha, it may serve to inoculate against any unpleasant outcomes. “Thanks a lot,” Martens concludes. “It’s really fantastic you give us
this advice.” “Keep us posted on how you’re doing,” Florida replies.
It should come as no surprise that things aren’t going quite as planned. According to
Martens, the current owners of the plantation later discovered the nature of the project and
forced everyone out at gunpoint.3 This eviction, as dramatic in the artist’s telling as anything depicted in his films, and no less mediated given its delivery as anecdotal evidence
from the artist himself, establishes the site as an abstraction of the Institute’s location
within the realities of the Congo and the logic of the artist’s trajectory. As institutional
critique it serves as an appropriation of the ngos Marten's films attack. Through the tactic
of overidentification, Martens performs the institution’s power and its reflexive impotence,
its tangible contributions and its parasitical effects.
While we’re left to wonder about all of the potential artworks, lessons and therapy sessions that wait to be realized (to say nothing of the people in all of this), the iha seems
to go where Martens goes. In the last year, the Institute has made appearances in several
exhibitions credited to the artist. In the fall of 2013 Martens was included in 9 Artists at the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. Curated by Bartholomew Ryan, the exhibition highlighted practices that inhabit the contradictions and complicities of a globalized, networked
world. Tucked in a corner, away from the other exhibited works, was a presentation of images and texts produced by the Institute that resembled a booth at a trade show. Martens
appeared on an adjacent monitor as the charismatic spokesperson for his young organization. That a research institute would play surrogate to Martens, the named participant
in an exhibition so plainly (if slyly) titled, comes as no great surprise given the history of
artist-run organizations. But it nevertheless raises questions about whose interests the
iha really represents.
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Coinciding with the Walker exhibition, Martens participated in Yale University’s prestigious World Fellows program alongside international leaders that included major players
in the globalized systems of capital accumulation and geopolitics. The 14 invitees included
a world banker, a former consul of the Egyptian Embassy, a director of Greenpeace, and a
Qatari investment banker. There Martens workshopped ideas with his colleagues and, as
he explained to a student newspaper, attempted to gain knowledge about “other orders of
reality and how the world is organized.” Asked what he expected to get out of the program,
Martens mused, “certainly some people gather a lot of fame and capital. And certainly
many of us will gather more fame and capital in the future.” Here, as public face of the iha
and Yale World Fellow, Martens seems to be upping the stakes for a project that grows
increasingly confounding. Juxtaposed with his devastating experiments in Episode iii, might
this be the long con counterpart?
While Martens endeavours to generate fame and capital for his itinerant program, he
has made another curious detour with a solo exhibition at The box Gallery in LA in March
2014. Returning to the context of the film, Enjoy Poverty the exhibition brings physical
remnants of the film’s production along with a small showcase of the iha into a pristine
gallery setting. Also on view is a selection of framed prints produced by the Congolese
photographers during the film. The dispassionate images of malnourished babies supply
a visual record not only of the extreme situations the men were instructed to depict, but
also the continuing effort to convert them into surplus value.
The exhibition’s centrepiece is the “mobile research platform”, the same wooden raft
used to transport Martens and his crew down the river Congo, affixed with the bamboomounted neon billboard (this time without its human operator). Perched on the far side of
the platform, a video projector displays the film on the adjacent wall. With its newfound
aura, the object carries the precarious status of relic and fetishized sculptural aggregate
of the multitude of contradictions embodied in Martens’ activities. Complicated with the
iha’s statement of purpose, on display in the adjacent room, this scenario amplifies the
tension already present in many exhibitions of “critical” art in such settings. On this issue,
Sven Lütticken asks: “is it problematic that “critical” work… is being shown in rather
wonderful, near-perfect gallery shows? Of course it is. However, those artists never
claimed to be able to make the contradictions that traverse their practice magically disappear; rather, they attempt to work through them.”4 For Martens, that “working through”
includes performing contradictions openly and often. Propped up on the gallery floor, his
neon sign becomes another export, a tangible product of art’s tenuous claim to beauty and
generosity as a solution to political, social and economic inequality. 
↘

Nicholas Brown is a Canadian curator based in New Haven, Connecticut. In the fall of 2012 he was one
	of the curators of the multi-site exhibition “Shaping Community” at Yale University. Brown curated
You had to go Looking for it in Toronto's financial district for Scotiabank Nuit Blanche 2011. He was
the founding Director/Curator of Red Bull 381 Projects from 2008 to 2010 and has contributed
essays and reviews to Fillip, Hunter and Cook, and Cura. He will be curating an exhibition of
new work by Karen Kraven at Montreal’s Darling Foundry and the ICA Portland, Maine in Fall
2014 and Spring 2015.
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Renzo Martens

It seems fitting that these films would
emerge in a decade that saw the rise of
the Internet phenomenon of the selfie,
as Martens frequently turns the camera
on himself in a gesture that parallels the
now-ubiquitous image of the hand-held
self portrait.

Florida’s keynote speech was the only
part of the seminar used in the IHA’s seven minute promotional video, which can
be found at on its website, http://www.
humanactivities.org
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3

4

Had Unilever retained the site things might
have turned out better, given their well
known sponsorship of contemporary
art, most notably the Tate Modern’s
Turbine Hall.

Sven Lütticken, “Let’s Fake History”, in
Texte zur Kunst, June 2012. Here Lütticken
addresses the interconnected events of the
seventh Berlin Biennale, in which Martens
presented a talk on the IHA, and Gallery
Weekend Berlin.
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by Alexandra Phillips

Larissa Fassler, Palace / Palace (Palast der Republik / Berliner Stadtschloss), 2012,
styrofoam, copper, adhesive film, serigraphy board, foam core, forex PVC, honeycomb board,
MDF, found posters, paint, 170 cm ✕ 260 cm ✕ 234 cm
image courtesy of the artist

Both Here and There:
Canadian Artists and the
Berlin Experience

For some time, Berlin – not New York
– has been the destination of choice
for many Canadian artists seeking an
international centre in which to work.
By moving their practices to a site offcontinent where few have linguistic or
material resources, they have joined a
movement of cultural migrants whose
experiences reflect the globalization of
artistic production. The opportunities
and challenges of a nomadic art practice
bear consideration because the context
of production inevitably plays a role in
aesthetic decisions and ultimately in
the work’s reception. Given the sensitivity of many Canadians to issues of
national identity, particularly in the area
of cultural production, the experience
of Canadian artists working in Berlin
deserves examination.
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Patricia Reed, Perfect Present, 2013,
modified industrial clock, 30 cm diameter
image courtesy of the artist

Canada’s artists are not only establishing themselves in Germany but
also an artist-run centre: a branch of
the Or Gallery whose curator Jonathan
Middleton imagined a parallel exhibition space running alongside the Or in
Vancouver. This experiment, now in its
fourth year, provides opportunities for
Canadians to work and show through
exhibitions and residencies in the heart
of Berlin’s Kreuzberg neighbourhood.
Increasingly, the Or Berlin is also creating opportunities for Berlin artists to
show in Vancouver. These parallel galleries are made possible by affordable
rents in Berlin and a generous lease
arrangement at the Or’s Vancouver
location. The gallery has also received
assistance with networking and distributing exhibition notices from the
Canadian Embassy, whose mandate includes a commitment to helping promote Canadian culture abroad.
32
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Berlin’s evolution into an international centre of art located within the historical continuum of the European
production is a consequence of its slow recuperation from avant-garde, artists whose works address this history have
the Second World War. Unlike many European cities whose found European audiences more receptive to the nuances
medieval streets provide a backdrop for the romance of of their work.
history, Berlin is very much a post-war landscape. Badly
Emma Howes cites the example of a site-specific trilogy
damaged by Allied bombing, the city lost nearly half its she performed based on her research into the formative
population during the war. Further isolated by Cold War years of the Bauhaus, more specifically the work of Oskar
politics and the Berlin Wall be-tween 1961 and 1989, its Schlemmer and his 1922 Triadisches Ballett (“triadic ballet”).
economy and infrastructure lagged behind those of other When Howes performed the work in Canada, people simply
German cities. When the country reunified, new housing called the police, but German audiences understood the
developments were erected in the suburbs of the former work as art and recognized the references to Schlemmer.
East Bloc sections, leaving the old, unheated and frequently Working in a context where her art was readily understood
unplumbed central apartment complexes empty.
opened up discourses for Howes that had not previously
Into this gap of abandoned spaces and depleted citizenry, been possible, ultimately encouraging her interest in internewcomers poured in, anxious to capitalize on the availa- disciplinary practices.
bility of cheap space. Observers note that it was still possible
Patricia Reed, a Berlin resident for seven years, highto find an attractive, inexpensive studio space up until the lights the luxury of discretionary time afforded by the city.
late nineties. Larissa Fassler, who arrived in 1999 with a Comparing the situation in Berlin favourably to that of New
bfa from Concordia, describes the city in those days as York or London, where higher living costs reduce the time
“very punk, very local, very German, a do-it-yourself city available for informal meetings, she notes that Berliners
where really anything was possible, full of voids and holes, also seem to have a different cultural relationship to time;
illegal bars and possibilities.” Although no state-supported they are more willing to convene for “goal-less meetings”
artist-run centres exist in Berlin, other factors combine to simply because of an expressed curiosity about someone’s
make it a compelling destination.
work or practice. These meetings, she says, more often lead
According to Or staff Lauryn Youden and Annika Rixen, to solid discussions and potential collaborations.
it’s relatively straightforward for an artist to acquire a visa.
While the city’s less demanding economic conditions
With a bank statement, professional accreditation (such as support increased time and contact, Holmes observes that
an art degree) and a job offer (if you intend to work) in a time is experienced differently in Berlin: “One specific asspecialized field, a Canadian artist can obtain a visa ranging pect about this city is that Berlin gives us time. For some
initially from six months up to three years. Furthermore, reason this city is a time vortex...there is a different sense of
the city is a nexus for thousands of international visitors it here, more so than in other cities I have been in.” One of
making a stopover in Berlin. The number of galleries is also the effects of the intensified movement of commodities,
vast in comparison to Canadian cities: approximately 400 art data, capital and people that comprises globalization1 is
facilities including museums, galleries, project and exhibition thought to be a displacement of the previous orientation to
spaces are officially listed in Berlin. Additionally, most of space and time by “the great liberal utopia of globalization,
Germany’s towns and cities have a gallery space, a legacy an ordering of the earth and its beings which claims to do
of the historical Kunstverein arts association system. The away with our orientation.” 2 As cultural migrants across interease of inter-European travel and the city’s international national borders, Canadian “artist-semionauts” 3 operating in
character also makes networking possible in a way that the globalized theatre of art production might be expected
doesn’t happen elsewhere. Fassler observes it is the kind to experience just such a sense of displacement and reof place where frequent and unlikely encounters such as orientation to time. The privileged space of Berlin, with its
“a studio visit from a Chilean curator, curating the next concentration of art and artists, may also be perceived by its
Montevideo Biennial, who saw your work in a small group residents the way Pierre Bourdieu once described art as a
show is very possible.” Her experience is similar to that of “sacred island systematically and ostentatiously opposed to
Jessie Holmes, a Berlin resident for five and a half years, the profane, everyday world of production, a sanctuary for
who acknowledges that working in the city has had a pro- gratuitous, disinterested activity in a universe given over to
found effect on his life and process. He cites the chance money and self-interest, (which) offers, like theology in a
to work alongside Douglas Gordon as one of the invaluable past epoch, an imaginary anthropology obtained by a denial
of all the negations really brought about by the economy.” 4
opportunities afforded him by his move to Berlin.
In addition to its concentration of people and institu- This “sacred island” of art may reflect an imagined heterotions, Berlin hosts an artists’ union known as the vbk (Verein topia by its inhabitants of “indefinitely accumulating time”
Berliner Künstler, or “Berlin Artist Association”), founded like the museum and the library.” 5
Consistent with expatriate communities, Canadians have
in 1841. The vbk networks extensively with other national
and international artists’ associations, mounts exhibitions demonstrated a strong sense of mutual support in an atand offers subsidized studios and fabrication facilities where tempt to mitigate their sense of dislocation in a site that
large, more permanent projects can be realized. According lies outside the language competency of most. A mixed
to Shannon Bool, a Berlin resident since 2001, production blessing, this support can undermine efforts to integrate
of artworks is made more efficient by the plentiful supply into German culture, particularly outside Berlin where, as
of fabricators, such as carpenters, metalworkers, digital one curator noted, knowledge of German is a prerequisite
companies, framers and printers, who are knowledgeable for doing business. Most of those Canadian artists who have
about working with visual artists. Another platform in the stayed for longer periods have made an effort to learn the
arts social system is the Künstlersozialkasse (or “ksk”). Some language but report that even after years of study its subtleof the benefits available to professional artists who file taxes ties still elude them. The longing for full comprehension
in Germany (one need not be a citizen) through the ksk are by one’s linguistic community is one of the ongoing losses
paid maternity leave, subsidized daycare and subsidization of transnational displacement. In an ironic turn, many
Canadians in Berlin are the offspring of German migrants
of half of an artist’s medical insurance and retirement.
While Germany’s social system offers material support, who left after wwii, but spoke only English in Canada in
the city’s historical milieu should also be regarded as part order to integrate into the mainstream. Familiar with local
of its appeal. Because international contemporary art is customs from family traditions, but not fully functional
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in German, they are Berlin’s perpetual internal outsiders.
Questions concerning how international exchanges between
Canada and Berlin are influencing the art being made are
more difficult to answer. Pointing to the emphasis on conceptualism in Vancouver and Berlin, a curator familiar with
both cities notes the affinity for Vancouver art by Berlin
curators that invites speculation as to what social and geographical commonalities they might share.
Does Vancouver’s relative geographical isolation parallel
Berlin’s former physical isolation behind the Wall? Does
this in turn underscore among artists a greater sense of
reflexivity or working from the margins? Like the historical
condition of the “Columbian Exchange” 6 of plants, animals,
commodities, ideas and people after contact between Europe
and the Americas, the influence of transnational travel and
globalization cannot be underestimated in its effect on
cultural production. The decision of these artists to transplant themselves across continents and cultures to pursue
favourable working conditions also parallels the movement
of global capital to sites where labour and resources are
cheapest. Work produced in situ, an emphasis on portable
media (including digitized images), and a concern for issues
of displacement, contingency, fragmentation, time and distance might also be expected to feature more prominently
in the works of artists who have relocated. Such work has
been described by Nicolas Bourriaud as characteristic of
the contemporary cultural condition of “altermodernity”
which he proposes as the successor to postmodernism.7
This condition imagines a “globalized culture busy with
new syntheses” 8, a space of exchange, and of diverse representations of the world, in which translation of ideas
and representations plays a crucial role 9 in “discussions
that will give rise to a new common intelligibility.” 10 For
Bourriaud, such a conception of contemporary culture corresponds to the globalized world order, a modernity “born of
global and decentralized negotiations, of multiple discussions among participants from different cultures.”11 However,
one idea that appears not to have been subject to multiple
discussions across the Atlantic is the post-colonial discourse
on appropriation. Reifications of indigenous peoples as Noble
Savages along with their cultural property continue to circulate in popular and high European culture, just as they
have since Contact, an example being the work of Mie Olise,
a Danish artist whose imaginary depictions of the wilderness include teepees and North West Coast war canoes.
Rather than contributing to an anticipated “new common intelligibility”, the uncritical generation of these images
marks a discursive gap in global awareness that might be
described as a “Columbian Lacuna.” An idealized synthesis
of diverse representations of the world fails to account for
differences in power and the struggle of First Nations to
retain their cultural integrity against the onslaught of colonialism and its contemporary manifestation in globalization. If
“altermodernity” were operating as Bourriaud describes, it
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would be reasonable to expect that an idea such as the
critique of colonialist representations would have reached
the European mainstream. That it has not may indicate a
less robust economy of intellectual exchange across continents than supposed.
These discussions aside, the situation in Berlin is changing. For instance, in a familiar scenario, gentrification is
making affordable studio space increasingly scarce. Already
there are reports that artists are beginning to leave, and one
Canadian described the task of keeping sufficient income
flowing as “an extreme sport.” But at the moment, Vancouver’s
Devon Knowles is working in the Or Berlin where she is completing a residency. The early spring light coming through
the large front windows is glinting off shards of glass she
is inserting into panels of denim. She has brought some of
the glass with her from Vancouver. Across the room are two
works-in-progress. As an artist who is assembling sculptures made of displaced cultural material moved from one
continent to another, Knowles might be described as a
kind of homo viator or “prototype of the contemporary
traveller whose passage through signs and formats refers
to a contemporary experience of mobility, travel, and trespassing.” 12 The very forms of her works, which resemble a
backpack and a suitcase, are referents to their function within the symbolic order of transmigration and international
travel. As if to make this point, the artist has placed a
luggage handle beneath one of the sculptures, barely visible
beneath its base. 
↘

Alexandra Phillips is an Associate Professor at Emily Carr University of Art +
	Design where she teaches courses in visual art and critical studies. Her
interests include the ethics of representation, the role of carnival in social
regeneration, and the potential for existing public monuments to address
alternate interpretations of history.
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Albany Bus Station, snapshot looking east,
Albany New York, 2014
photo : freddy sylvain
image courtesy of the artists
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Stop Over

by Alexis Bhagat
& Stephanie Loveless

Stopover is a year-long creative initiative that considers America
via the Albany Bus Station.
Among the many travellers who pass through the Albany Bus Station,
there is one specific, steady stream: Canadians travelling between
Montreal and New York City. Approximately 16 times a day, these
passengers all disembark and spend about 30 minutes at the station
while their bus is being serviced. To this population of Canadian
visitors, the Greyhound/Trailways bus station of Albany is infamous
– a rite of passage shared by both native Montrealers and the
young people who flock to that city from other parts of Canada.
Stopover asks:
What images of America do these Canadian visitors take
away with them?
What ideas of “America” are revealed through the lens of
the Albany Bus Station?
Are there alternate stories of America that might be
revealed in the station’s environs? What stories might the
City and citizens wish to tell to these temporary visitors?
Might the City (which is not The Border) wish to offer a
more hospitable stopover?
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Stopover begins with the perspectives of Canadian travellers
because Canadians’ strange proximity– at once foreign and
familiar – to American culture puts them in a unique position to
perceive this site with fresh eyes.
Stopover is initiated by Alexis Bhagat and Stephanie Loveless,
who together recently relocated to downtown Albany. Bhagat,
a writer from New York City, and Loveless, an artist from Montréal, have spent many hours on stopovers in Albany, waiting
for a Greyhound or Trailways bus to take them to each other’s
hometowns.
Through March 2015, Bhagat & Loveless are seeking the following from Canadians who travel (or who have travelled) through
the Albany Bus Station:
Reflections:
			

Experiences, memories and reflections of
the stopover in Albany.

Analyses: 		
			
			
			
			

Visual, sonic, spatial, atmospheric and
olfactory qualities of the Albany Bus Station
as a site, and the cultural or political forces
that are visible there (or perhaps almost
visible, beneath the utilitarian veneer).

Proposals: 		
			
			

Ideas for how the bus station could be
different; proposals for potential art exhibits
or projects at the site.

Rendezvous:
			

On-site interviews with Canadians during
their stopovers at the station.

In Albany, Bhagat & Loveless are reaching out to a group of
people and institutions to create channels for dialogue to unfold.
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Albany Bus Station Stopover
a Testimonial
					by Andrea-Jane Cornell

Albany bus terminal, an urban void, a transient zone through which an intermittent flux of stolid-faced passengers cycle throughout the hours. 2 a.m., 3:15
a.m., 4:28 a.m., 5:45 a.m., 6:20 a.m., 4:28 p.m., throughout the seasons it never
seemed to matter, all hours felt the same, the passage of time stunted under
the fluorescent tube lighting and the yellowed beige colour palette of the
waiting room’s decor. It’s like a hole in the city, forever cast in the shadow of
an aging concrete overpass. Never once did I see the sun when standing outside of the passenger entrance that’s more akin to a back exit that one may
use to escape to nowhere. The immediate outlying area is stark, anonymous,
non-descript. The pulse of the capital, which I’ve been informed lies just
beyond the non-descriptive brick walls, is impalpable.
Albany, never a high point in the voyage, more like a sadistic rite of passage.
The mandatory stopover on the southbound journey always seemed worse than
the northbound, perhaps because my body was cricked and crooked from
hours of contorted intervallic naps dipped in and out of since the time the bus
pulled out of US customs. Once the feeling in my limbs allowed me to stand, I
would disembark from the coach, squinty-eyed and cotton-mouthed, motioned
into an environment where pretty much every other person feels as miserable
as me, infusing the environment with a layer of irateness, no one makes eye
contact, few words are uttered, it’s a scowl-faced lot, impatient to get back on
the road towards the final destination. Not to mention that it’s a reminder that
you’ll still be on the bus for a few more, or many more, hours, depending on the
direction, but until then, you are obliged to wait in this holding pen, for your
number to be called.
Out from a stale air environment in motion, into one that is frozen in a timeless zone, where you wait, take in your surroundings, try to figure out what the
one station attendant is doing walking back and forth with purpose. He is your
only distraction, and he eventually disappears, so you look back at the ground, or
wander over to the vending machines that line both of the walls leading to the exit.
I often harboured great hopes of buying an orange juice from one of the many
vending machines. Each time, my plans for refreshment were foiled, as the
machine would spit back my crinkled American dollars, or swallow them whole,
and leave me with nothing. I’d walk outside, as a means of escaping the mothballtinged scents of urine, feces and wet towel wafting from the lavatories with
each open and close of their doors. Is it daytime? Is it night? It seemed like
the light was always the same – a grey intemperate humid haze washing the
asphalt and concrete outlying lots in a blue-grey heavy hue.
The serviced bus would eventually pull up to the departure door, and your
number would be called, and board the bus you would, after handing the bus
driver that paper slip with your number on it. Was the number handwritten?
Was it printed or stamped? I cannot recall; I always had Albany-brain during
the stopovers, operating on autopilot, and continuing on my way.
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Rabih Mroué:
The Pixelated Revolution
PuSh International Performing
Arts Festival, Vancouver
January 18th, 2014
by Zoë Chan
Seated at a table with a laptop from which he projected
images and text, Lebanese actor and artist Rabih Mroué
dispensed with any theatrics in his “non-academic lecture,” The Pixelated Revolution. Rather than attempt to
break down the so-called fourth wall between performer
and public using avant-gardist strategies, Mroué spoke
in an unaffected manner, using straightforward language
and making direct eye contact with the audience.
Highly fraught political events have often been
tapped in literature, theatre and cinema for their potent “dramatic” narrative potential (filmmaker Steve
McQueen’s forceful adaptation of the memoir 12 Years
a Slave [2013] is a prominent recent example) and as
compelling pedagogical tools for learning about and
from history. In contrast, The Pixelated Revolution’s
strictly un-theatrical exploration of the 2011 Syrian
uprising hinted at a frustration with popular conventions of theatre (e.g., explicit emotionality, trained
performativity, the narrative arc – from rising action
to climax to resolution), particularly when addressing a
war and its related traumas, still unfolding in the present.
Mroué began by explaining that the project grew
out of his search for coverage of the Syrian uprising

and his realization that he had two main options available: news broadcasts by state-controlled television
and videos posted online by Syrian demonstrators.
The Pixelated Revolution is the result of the artist’s delving into the latter. “The Syrian protestors are shooting their own deaths” is his provocative description
of videos recorded and uploaded to the Internet by
Syrian activists, which often feature the following sequence: an image of a military sniper aiming toward
the camera, a gunshot, the camera falling and the thud
of the victim. Those filming are never shown – we only
hear their voices and see what they see through their
cameras. There are no multiple perspectives or other
editing strategies to contextualize the footage, which
leaves us to imagine the violence from the accompanying sounds.
Mroué studied numerous uploaded videos recorded
by Syrian activists, compiling a kind of archive of
grassroots documentation of the Syrian uprising –
one only made possible by the widespread use of cellphone cameras. He discussed instructions circulated
by Syrian activists on how to shoot footage, many
revolving around veracity (e.g., state date and time at
beginning of footage) and safety (e.g., film demonstrations from
the back so participants’ identities are protected). At this point, he
unexpectedly drew parallels between the activists’ recommendations with Dogme 95’s “Vow of Chastity,” the set
of rules outlined in the infamous manifesto by Danish
filmmakers Lars von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg.
Mroué’s comparison was playfully clever, highlighting
the differences between the objectives of these two
movements, where the goal of authenticity grew out
of profoundly different contexts with highly divergent
stakes. Whereas Dogme 95’s aims were to critique the
impacts of bourgeois decadence in Western cinema

Rahib Mroué, still from The Pixelated Revolution, 2012, performance/lecture
image courtesy of the artist
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(such as overblown budgets and plots), to rebel against
stultified film-making by the European old guard and
to renew cinematic conventions by using the strippeddown means that digital video afforded, the stakes
underlying the Syrian activists’ guidelines are much
higher: to prevent citizens from being arrested, physically harmed or shot while demonstrating against the
government. While Dogme 95 insisted, for instance,
on the elimination of the use of special lighting as a
kind of return to “pure” filmmaking, artificial lighting
is hardly an option for the activists filming with their
cellphones. Likewise, Dogme 95’s dictum that footage
be filmed with handheld cameras on location and set
in the present merely reflects standard practice for the
Syrian activists. And if Dogme 95 films could not include ersatz events such as murder, in the Syrian videos, the real act of killing (or at least the attempt) is
the culmination of many of the clips studied by Mroué.
Though he did not make this explicit, Mroué’s
commentary reveals the covenants of Dogme 95 –
despite its subversive intentions – as ultimately a stylistic exercise: the real as ism. Though even detractors
might find it hard to deny the vivid execution of early
Dogme 95 films (such as von Trier’s Breaking the Waves
[1996] and Vinterberg’s The Celebration [1998]), Dogme
95 was eventually abandoned by its founders themselves. Given its excessive restrictions on a filmmaker’s
method of working and a film’s formal framework, it
became more of an aesthetic than a sustainable modus
operandi. As one critic at The Guardian noted, “the
initial ferociousness could not be sustained – […] it
would quickly become as artificial as the conventions
against which the group was railing.”1
One of Dogme 95’s most striking covenants was
that the director not be credited. (If this was considered a radical act against the fetishization of the author,
it should be noted that, ironically, Dogme 95 made international stars of its founding members.) In the case
of the Syrian videos, obviously the absence of credits
does not suggest a critique of traditional notions of
authorship. Given the lack of knowledge surrounding
the identities of those who have made the videos, one
of Mroué’s aims was to bring the Syrian victims out of

Sarah Cale: Petrified
Southern Alberta Art Gallery
Lethbridge, AB
February 15 – April 20, 2014
by Maeve Hanna
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the hors-champs and into our field of vision. His way of
rendering these victims “visible” was to play detective,
by making sequential series of stills from these online
videos in an attempt to understand from the pixelated
footage what it might feel like to film one’s own death.
Mroué proposes that these types of videos show viewers
for the first time what a person about to be shot sees.
In this way, Mroué suggests that these cellphone images – what he sees as extensions of the maker’s eye –
are ones of extreme subjectivity. After all, what could
be more intimate and singular, if not unknowable, than
another’s experience of death or near death?
In the short Q&A following his lecture, Mroué
said that this project was a way to maintain a sense of
hope and was rooted in his need to believe that the
unseen subject could be made to “live” again through
examination of these videos, if only by making us imagine their final realities. But which audience member
would follow his example and go through these videos
still by still as Mroué has? Their filming conditions
made for fuzzy, jerky, at times bewildering videos. In
terms of reception, for a non-Arab-speaking audience,
they give off an aura of authenticity and urgency, but
without context, they are difficult to understand. In this
way, though Mroué’s project was thought-provoking
and original, his presence engagingly earnest and
his trust in his audience’s intelligence manifest, he
could not always bridge that gap. Where he did succeed, however, was in making viewers reflect on the
visual culture of protest and war within the digital era,
specifically the radical breach between the uploaded
videos and the news footage presented on Syrian staterun television. While the more established medium of
television with its edited footage shot using tripods
embodied the totalizing, authoritarian vision of statesanctioned history, the shaky cellphone imagery spoke
to the physical vulnerability of the Syrian protestors,
the precariousness of the political situation and the
perils of war, captured in a series of fragmented moments by masses of individual participant-witnesses.
Zoë Chan is an independent curator and critic. Her writing has
been published in C Magazine, Esse, Etc and Canadian Art.

There is a sense of ephemerality and disintegration in
the work of Sarah Cale featured in her solo exhibition Petrified, curated by Christina Cuthbertson at
the Southern Alberta Art Gallery in Lethbridge. Presenting 13 new works by the Toronto-based artist,
the exhibition demonstrates Cale’s intriguing method
of image-making in which she uses a second surface
to create distance between the picture plane and the
paintbrush. Instead of painting directly onto the canvas
the artist first paints singular brushstrokes onto plastic
sheets hanging all around her studio. After allowing
the brushstrokes to dry, she peels them free and adheres
them to a linen or board substrate that becomes the
image surface. Through this process Cale reconstitutes
the brushstroke, altering previously established understandings of the traditional mediums of painting
and collage.
The work is nuanced and perpetually intentional.
While the canvases can appear at first glance to have
been created in an arbitrary manner, in fact Cale follows
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an intentional thought process that becomes manifest
with contemplation. This pictorially describes both
her inspirations and vision while translating her practice. Cale’s artworks are more than simply paintings or
collages, instead acting to draw these two traditional
mediums together in a harmonious union. The brushstroke leaves the paintbrush long before it reaches the
canvas. As Cale states: “When put on the plastic, it [the
brushstroke] seems to me more in service of being
captured as it is, isolated from all the other brushstrokes that make up a painting. Its character and personality asserts the moment it was made, rather than
being just one of many.” As such, each brushstroke undergoes a distinctly separate existence for a time, expanding its reach in meaning and being beyond liquid to
solid, colour pigment to mark made.
While perhaps not specifically at the forefront
of Cale’s practice, a compelling correlation arises
between her treatment of the brushstroke as an object in its own right and Graham Harman’s writing
on object-oriented ontology. A philosophical concept
that emerged in the late 20th century, object-oriented
ontology recognizes objects as autonomous and having
agency despite their being inanimate. Harman eloquently suggests that bridges, washing machines and
other inanimate objects are affected by the activities of
those around them. Through the separation of the act
of painting from its traditional method and the disentanglement of the brushstroke from the canvas surface
and the brush, Cale essentially allows the brushstroke
to embody the notion of objecthood.
In Part (2013), Inner (2013) and Hollowed (2013), a
selection of three paintings installed in triptych form
on the west wall of the gallery, combine repurposed
paintings with collaged brushstrokes. Through the combination of a variety of brushstrokes – some sinewy,
some large – and existing but repurposed paintings,
the canvas is altered, becoming multiple surfaces for
the translation of the medium. Some paintings resemble the shapes of Canadian provinces or distant
countries as the scattered brushstrokes form their own
dialogue within a new image field. Both stylistically
accomplished and aesthetically clean, the brushstrokes
appear to be placed randomly, creating an abstract image. However, with continued and patient viewing, the

deliberateness with which the brushstrokes have been
placed emerges ever more clearly.
The Looming (2014) translates Cale’s approach to
painting while also rendering her intent for the marks
that she uses in her work. Cale preserved certain brushstrokes to which she was in some way attached. Each
brushstroke in The Looming was at some point under
consideration for inclusion in another artwork but was
in the end put aside – yet not completely discarded.
This work, in particular, translates a compelling attachment and sentiment to the act of mark-making.
The act of placing a mark on a surface is transcended
here by the hope of preserving something that is seen
as meaningful and, as such, cannot be discarded.
Along with the collection of canvases, Cale created
a wall-sized site-specific piece, Untitled with Overbite
(2014), which includes brushstrokes and cut canvas
adhered directly to the east wall of the gallery space
at saag. Some brushstrokes were created in situ for
the piece, while others were collected from existing
remnants of past paintings and, as with The Looming,
brushstrokes that had been preserved. Within the
brushstrokes of this piece, new colours and layers
begin to emerge, while layers literally begin to peel
away from their substrate in other areas of the piece.
The foreground and background in this work become
pronounced as the viewer literally enters into the
space of the image. When the exhibition ends, Untitled
with Overbite will cease to exist, revealing the deliberateness with which Cale both executes her work and
allows it to disintegrate.
The persistent undertone in Petrified is Cale’s interrogation of the mark and the possibilities of the
brushstroke. Her work extends the dialogue that exists
around collage and painting, offering a new forum for
contemplating the very basis of these traditional media and what can distinguish them in the 21st century.
In considering the relationship between Cale’s work
and the medium of painting, a conversation can be
facilitated regarding the enduring importance of the
mark, creating new opportunities for interrogating its
presence and how it is perceived.
M
 aeve Hanna is Assistant Curator at Two Rivers Gallery in
Prince George, BC. This review was written in a wood-heated
cabin overlooking the Fraser River off the Highway of Tears.

Sarah Cale, Untitled With Overbite, 2014, acrylic and canvas, 38.7 cm ✕ 38.7 cm
photo : david m . c . miller and petra mala miller
image courtesy of the artist and southern alberta art gallery, lethbridge
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Chris Curreri: Medusa
Daniel Faria Gallery, Toronto
November 28, 2013 February 1, 2014
by Sam Cotter

transcends a normative bodily understanding, they
gain a surrealist quality similar to the slaughterhouse
photographs Eli Lotar produced for Georges Bataille:
we are consciously hyper-aware of what we are looking
at (given the descriptive nature of the photographic
medium) yet we are incapable of separating it from an
unnatural-seeming bodily otherness.
Several of Curreri's photographs include a subtle
solarization effect that further queers their relationship
to traditions of “straight photography.” In exposing
the permeability of the unfixed photograph, the images
become much like the precarious clay they document:
hovering between finite form and intangible non-form.
The darkroom is brought forth as a place for sculpting
the raw material contained in the photographic negative. Fixing a photograph becomes akin to the firing of
pottery; both arrest their respective matter – the wet
clay and the latent image – excerpting them from a
continuum of possibilities. Here the medium-specific
dialectics of photography and sculpture collapse in on
themselves, becoming like the indistinct piles of clay.
Curreri’s life-size cement bust, Medusa, acts as a
sentinel overlooking the gallery space, the viewer and
the clay portfolio. The sculpture is of a heavily muscled torso and neck connected to a head whose face
has been removed. Atop the sculpture’s head is a
braided ponytail that echoes the snakes of the Medusa
of Greek mythology’s hair.
The sculpture is heavy – almost oppressive – and
unsettling in its physical and psychological weight.
She – Curreri identifies his Medusa as female despite
its being modelled from a male subject – keeps watch
over the exhibition. Though, as a sculpture made from
life, it should be an impotent version of a living being,
its presence still seems to act on viewers, capable of
altering their viewing experience through its presence
alone and refusing to be a passive ornamental object.
Like the mythological Medusa, though it may seem
that all her power has been stripped away, we are still
denied the ability to return her gaze. Instead of a face,
we are met with a vestige of violence and can feel the
visceral sensation of a wire cutting through flesh when
looking upon her.
Virginia, a suite of three large-scale black-andwhite photographs of cave interiors, hangs apart from
the rest of the exhibition in the smaller rear gallery.

Chris Curreri’s Medusa at Daniel Faria Gallery worked to
introduce a degree of malleability to any clear distinction between form and formlessness. The exhibition
consisted of three distinct, yet closely related entities: a
portfolio of 21 small-scale gelatin-silver prints of discarded clay, a large faceless sculpture of a heavily muscled
body and three large-scale photographs of cave interiors.
Each of the works possesses a degree of tangibility and
immediacy resembling life, yet all confound a simple
reading—both enticing and rejecting the viewer’s gaze.
The portfolio of small, untitled gelatin-silver prints
document clay in a state of uncertainty. Curreri took
the photographs while enrolled in ceramics classes,
where each week he documented wet clay forms discarded by his fellow students. The clay depicted has
been partially modelled and though legibility shifts
from one photograph to the next, some provide recognizable shapes – bowls, urns, figures, et cetera – while
others have wholly collapsed into fleshy abstractions. The
clay depicted is not refuse, it is awaiting re-animation –
it will be passed through an extruder that will convert
it back into raw material for future sculptors, erasing
any evidence of its past lives.
The prints themselves are classical, masterfully
rendered and tonally rich, close enough to life to seem
active and breathing. In their still life perfection they
bring to mind Edward Weston’s similarly meticulous
photographs of green peppers, but whereas Weston
seems tied to the mystical eroticism of peppers turning into bodies – idealized, whole and perfect – Curreri’s clay becomes something other than a body. The
photographs show something meaty and perverse, lying heavy in heaps, raw with fleshy orifices and phalluses commingling in the frame without any sense of
order or wholeness. In their evocation of flesh that

Chris Curreri, Untitled (Clay Portfolio), 2013, gelatin silver print, 19.7 cm ✕ 14.6 cm
image courtesy of the artist and daniel faria gallery, toronto
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Though physically and thematically distant from the other works, the cave photos seem to complete the logic of
form and formlessness that plays out across the exhibition. The caves themselves are elaborate structures, solid
rock faces carved and shaped by the formless force of
water. They evince the capacity of these nearly invisible
forces to physically change matter through durational
engagement. However, in the case of these caves, this almost mystical phenomenon has been reformed and reframed to be viewable by visitors (Curreri included) – the
natural process of sculpting is arrested and monumentalized to become a tourist destination; Curreri nods to this
transformation through the subtle inclusion of handrails
and tiled flooring in one of his images.
Each of the photographs is illuminated by harsh flash—
a force that simultaneously flattens the image and makes
it recordable. The flash is again a violent action on the
part of the artist, one that helps to unlock a deeper current running through the show; the flash – much like Medusa’s gaze – freezes all that it sees. Here the artist seems
to be forwarded as a Medusa-like figure, creating through
acts of seizure and selection.
Within the exhibition, it is perhaps most fruitful to
think of both “the artist” and Medusa as gatekeepers:
both possess the authorial power to designate and declare “thing” to be “form.” The petrifying gaze of Medusa
turns her onlookers to stone. She converts the continuum
of the living into finite monuments. The artist has a similar role; he or she freezes segments of a fluid continuum
of potentialities.
Within this framework Medusa self-consciously appears throughout all aspects of the exhibition: she elevates
formless clay and stands guard over it, her presence is
felt in the camera’s shutter and flash, the firing of clay
and the drying of concrete. It is only fitting that the version of Medusa – and, by extension, the artist himself – is
faceless and dilute. Medusa is an active force in the place
of production, and though she asserts her presence within
the works, she can’t be fully confined to a gallery setting.
Medusa makes visible the immediacy of the creative act in
a context where works have left the artist’s hands and are
malleable only in the minds of the viewers.

Chris Curreri, Medusa, 2013, cement, 38.7 cm ✕ 38.7 cm
image courtesy of the artist and daniel faria gallery, toronto

Sam Cotter is a Toronto-based artist and writer; his practice employs photography, film, installation and sculpture to focus on issues of visual representation and relationships between art and
culture.
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Glam North: Doris McCarthy
and Her New Contemporaries
Doris McCarthy Gallery, Toronto
February 26 - April 26, 2014
by Bill Clarke

While organizing this exhibition last fall, curators Jennifer
Rudder and Alexander Irving could not have anticipated
the bone-chilling temperatures that gripped most of Canada
during their show’s run. Titled Glam North, the exhibition
included paintings by the gallery’s namesake, artist and
teacher Doris McCarthy, and works by eight contemporary
artists to consider how artists’ perceptions of the Arctic
have evolved.
It’s a timely premise. For much of the 20th Century,
the general public thought little about the North. More
recently, however, concerns about global warming and
the plight of First Nations communities there, as well
as the discovery of fossil fuels and other natural resources, have made the far north a geopolitical hot spot. Four
countries – Canada, Russia, the US, and Denmark –
currently claim ownership of large swaths of the region.
From a Canadian art world perspective, the north is also
home to several vibrant art residencies and communities,
including Cape Dorset.
Glam North opens with a 1976 photo of McCarthy, sitting in the snow before a landscape of soaring icebergs, a
palette in her lap and a canvas propped at her feet. McCarthy travelled north frequently to make art. The show’s
first two paintings, Ice Research Station, Arctic (1976) and
Winter Night, Igloolik (1994), by her, feature nondescript
residential and research buildings buried in snow. Following are two vitrines housing figurative sculptures by
the Cape Dorset-based Samonie Toonoo. Immediately,
Rudder and Irving confound expectations about what a
show examining “the North” should be - where are the
paintings of majestic, pristine landscapes?
Toonoo’s haunting sculptures, which touch on the
harsh realities of life in the far north, almost steal the
show. A gaunt white face, carved from antler, stares out
from a fringe of golden fur in Priest (2007). The mystical
and contemporary collide in Transformation (2011), which
depicts a hoodie-wearing youth morphing into a bear.
The hanging figure in Suicide (2005) reminds viewers that
Native Canadian youth are five times as likely to commit
suicide as non-Aboriginal youth.1 Toonoo’s playful side
comes out in My 2 Balls (2008), a black stone figure holding two white snowballs against his groin.
The bony faces of Toonoo’s figures reappear in the
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“skull-cloud” formation in Alex McLeod’s digital photograph Rare Lights (2012). In this context, McLeod’s fantastical landscapes, the most unabashedly “glam” in the
show, play with our notions of the north as a place
that we think we know. Other works, like Rare Wood
(2013), resembling an aerial view of the Boreal Forest
in autumn, are at once familiar and foreign. Alongside
them are two works from Sarah Anne Johnson’s Arctic
Wonderland series. Where McLeod’s vertiginous landscapes leave us dizzy, Johnson makes us queasy in a
different way. The mass of inky fog blocking out the
sun in Black Cloud (2010) suggests environmental degradation, while the pyramid-like structure imposed on
the frigid landscape in Triangle (2011) looks like an impenetrable edifice built by aliens.
Three lovely abstractions by McCarthy from the
1960s follow. Rhythm of Georgian Bay (1966), Autumn
Gold and Oily Cross Currents (both 1969) are paired with
one of Angela Leach’s mesmerizing A.R. Wave paintings. Here, the relationship only seems visual. Leach’s
painting has nothing to do with landscape, and stems
from a completely different school of abstraction hard-edged and Op rather than Expressionism. The
vibrant bands of undulating colour in both artists’
paintings do complement each other, however.
The first bona fide landscape paintings - icebergs
by McCarthy - appear a third of the way into the exhibition. The evenly applied blue, white and pink oil
paint in Iceberg Fantasy #19 (1974) and the large Iceberg
with Icicles (2000) contrast with the brushier woodland
scenes hung nearby. The painting styles of Lawren
Harris and Emily Carr seem obvious referents here.
Short brush strokes animate the driftwood and dried
grasses in the winter scene Snags on the Lake (1950)
while looser swaths of pigment conjure a forest clearing in Mossy Tree Trunk in Woods, Queen Charlotte Islands
(1993). One of Robert Wiens’ impressive watercolours
of tree trunks, White Pine (2008), serves as the contemporary counterpart, and is a thoughtful inclusion.
Commonly found in Canada’s far north, from Newfoundland through the northern Great Lakes region
and into Southwestern Manitoba, the white pine is a
traditional peace symbol of the Iroquois nation.

Canadians’ love of ice skating is represented by
the charming McCarthy abstraction Skating on a Small
Pond (1967). An unbroken white line traces the looping course of a skater over a frozen body of water.
(McCarthy’s ice skates were displayed in the gallery’s
reception area, and she had a pond in the backyard of
her Scarborough Bluffs home.) Similarly, Laura Millard captures the marks left behind by skaters in her
lovely series Lac des Arcs (2006). Millard painted over
photographs of the swerves and loops carved into the
ice, heightening the abstract qualities of the image.
Passing through the lobby to the gallery’s second
space, viewers find two other photo-based works by
Millard. The painterly enhancements she made with
watercolour and ink transform the images of falling and
blowing snow into telescopic views of the Milky Way.
Another astral phenomenon is assayed by McCarthy
in Iceberg with Hole & Northern Lights (2004), the best
of her iceberg paintings displayed here. The Northern
Lights, rendered as elongated pastel-coloured triangles,
are echoed by the angular shapes and muted colours
of David Clarkson’s Painting After Icebergs (2012), which
hangs adjacent. Clarkson skilfully presents four overlapping interpretations of an iceberg - one realistic,
one rendered as a modular structure, a third reduced
to abutting irregular shapes, all surrounding a central panel that resembles ice crystals magnified under
a microscope. The palette and shapes of these two
paintings were echoed in Colette Laliberté’s hypnotic
animation Le voyage (2013), projected opposite. The
barely perceptible shifting of the geometric forms are,
as Laliberté told the curators, like icebergs.
One purpose of this exhibition was to place McCarthy’s paintings within a contemporary context; so,
how do they hold up? For the most part, quite well.
Although her paintings don’t plumb the sublime as
deeply as canvases by the aforementioned Harris and
Carr do, they reward sustained looking, and convey her
passion for the act of applying pigment to canvas, as
well as her devotion to the true north, strong and free.
Bill Clarke is a Toronto-based arts writer and editor who currently contributes regularly to ARTnews magazine. He has also
written frequently for Canadian Art, Modern Painters and
Border Crossings.

Laura Millard, Lac des Arcs, 2006, oil on colour photograph mounted on dibond
(version 4/5), 101.6 cm ✕ 123.2 cm
image courtesy of the artist and doris m c carthy gallery, toronto
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Akram Zaatari: All Is Well
Agnes Etherington
Art Centre, Kingston, ON
November 23, 2013 –
March 30, 2014
by Amber Berson

Guest-curated by Vicky Moufawad-Paul, All Is Well was
the first Canadian solo exhibition of work by Lebanese
artist Akram Zaatari. Best known for his photo-, video- and text-based works dealing with archives and
experiences of violence, grief, displacement and the
effects of war on bodies, landscapes and cultures, in
this exhibition Zaatari brought together a multitude
of works from various stages of his career. While ultimately hopeful in their message, the works collectively
speak that which is unwell in societies living in and
with war.
Kingston, a sleepy town best known for Canada’s
oldest university and longest continually running penitentiary, is also home to the Royal Military College of
Canada, as well as one of this country’s largest army
bases. It too acts as a mnemonic repository for the
wounds of war that Zaatari’s art refuses to let immediately heal. Unlike the Lebanese, Syrian and Palestinian peoples that Zaatari’s art makes visible, Canadians don’t live with the daily uncertainty of war on
our home soil. Yet we are suffering many of the same
reverberations of military conflict. Many Kingston
residents live with post-traumatic stress disorder or
are sufferers of mental illnesses caused by long-time
exposure to trauma, and one would be hard-pressed to
find a local resident without a historical relationship
to the army and its legacy. Canada may not regard itself as a nation at war, yet it currently has upwards of
300 Canadian military personnel deployed abroad,1

left :

and more involved in recurring missions and special
operations forces.2 While it is difficult to gain insight
into exactly how many soldiers have taken part in Canada’s military initiatives,3 most of these soldiers have
passed through Kingston and its military training
schools and bases.
With this in mind, All Is Well seemingly connects to
Kingston’s military culture through compassionate
and compelling storytelling. The title is a reference
to the tone adopted by Nabih Awada – a Lebanese
Communist resistance fighter who was imprisoned
for more than 10 years in Israel – in letters to his
mother from jail. The exhibition begins with a series
of photographs titled 48 portraits of prisoners dedicated to
Nabih Awada (2008) collected from Syrian, Palestinian
and Lebanese militants. It wasn’t until 1993 that political prisoners of war in Israel were granted the right
to have regular photos taken of them, and this wasn’t
until after a major hunger strike in the Israeli prisons.
The photos serve as proof that the prisoners are still
alive, show how their treatment is affecting them and
through the dedications inscribed on the back, pass
on messages of hope and resistance to the outside
world. Yet these documents often contain more than
meets the eye. The letters from Awada are to be understood both subjectively and objectively, and have
the magic to take on a possible secondary and more
revolutionary meaning in the right context. Like the
code written by the prisoners themselves, Zaatari’s work
is layered with meaning, developing over time and best
understood when read with all the pieces present.
Another work, Letter to Samir (2008), is a singlechannel video in which we see a figure prepare a letter
in msamsameh writing (miniscule script) and then turn
it into a plastic-sealed pellet meant to be ingested as
a means of passing clandestine information between
prisoners and those on the outside. In the accompanying photos, Letter to Samir / Letter to Samir Letter from
Nabih Awada to Samir al-Qintar, wrapped eight times in
plastic and sealed (2008), we see the package before and
after it was ingested. In the same gallery plays a fictional love story titled Tomorrow Everything Will Be Alright
(2010), which takes place between two unknown characters, coming together in an Instant Relay Chat after many years apart. On the screen, we see a man’s
hands typing on what appears to be a typewriter and

Akram Zaatari, All Is Well, installation view,
Agnes Etherington Art Centre, Kingston, ON
photo : paul litherland

right :
Akram Zaatari, All Is Well, installation view,
Agnes Etherington Art Centre, Kingston, ON
photo : paul litherland
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Sharon Hayes: Loudspeakers
and Other Forms of Listening
Carleton University Art
Gallery, Ottawa
February 3–April 27, 2014
by Jaclyn Meloche

can instantly read the playful response to his messages. The video of the chat is intercut with shots of a car
driving through Lebanon. A sense of unfulfilled longing permeates the video. Perhaps the two characters
are lovers, or two prisoners kept separate due to circumstance or, less likely, family members. There is no
conclusive, fulfilling answer in this work, like many of
Zaatari’s projects.
Two video works in which Zaatari brings together
the theme of excavating the past for the purpose of
preserving history play in adjoining galleries. In This
House (2005) depicts an attempt to unearth a buried
letter. Like the other works presented in All Is Well, In
This House displays a fascination with language through
the use of off-screen sound and non-synchronous editing, and the presentation of multiple translation panels.
Adjacent to this work plays The Making of Time Capsule,
Karlsaue Park, Kassel (2012), documentation of Zaatari’s
performance at documenta(13) in which, under the
authority of the Arab Image Foundation that Zaatari
founded in 1997, the artist buries a series of photographs in cement. With In This House Zaatari unearths
hidden documents as a means to bring history to the
surface so we can remember, while in The Making of
Time Capsule, the artist attempts to bury similar documents as a means to preserve history. The two videos
act as a diptych, suggesting that the difficult subjects
will be unearthed when the time is ripe.
The Agnes also hosted a screening of Zaatari’s feature-length film This Day (2003) at a local cinema, for
which the artist was present. Although now more than
a decade old, being about the ongoing war in Syria and
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the film reminds us of
the relevance of such depictions of both everyday life
and moments of violence and fear in these countries.
This Day acts as a cautionary tale against forgetting our
pasts in times of conflict and trauma. Canadians, and
the people of Kingston specifically, can benefit greatly from Akram Zaatari’s art. While Zaatari’s aim is to
remind the viewer that there is something off, something unsettled or unwell in all his pieces, the tone is
decidedly positive and hopeful. We often ignore the
more difficult to digest aspects of our history, choosing to think of Canada as a peaceful nation, yet like in
All Is Well, here too everything is slightly unwell.

Since 2003, New York-based artist Sharon Hayes has
been practising and re-practising speech acts within
performance, public art and political activism. In the
exhibition Loudspeakers and Other Forms of Listening,
curated by Heather Anderson at the Carleton University
Art Gallery in Ottawa, Hayes invites viewers to engage
with the embodiment of words by re-reading, re-speaking and re-listening to history, confessions of love and
utterances of hate. A feminist performance artist, political activist and Assistant Professor at the Cooper
Union in Manhattan, Hayes complicates the material and
conceptual possibilities of performance: performance
as speech act; performance as activism; performance
as embodiment; and performance as methodology.
Through repeated acts of performativity, her unconventional materializations of speaking, listening and
reading begin to blur the distinctions between doing
and embodying what has been done.
Drawing from Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure’s
concept of semiology and British philosopher John L.
Austin’s theories of performative utterances, Hayes’
acts of re-speaking suggest ways to engage with the transformative power of language; “... to utter the sentence
is not to describe my doing: it is to do it.”1 Defined as
acts of doing with words, Austin’s philosophies of language are echoed in Hayes’ staged actions. Curious
about the intersections between experiencing, living
and re-living, her recordings of herself and of other
women re-reading history are emblematic of the
ways in which words become agents and subsequently
evidence of embodiment. In the four-screen video installation Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA) Screeds, #13,
16, 20, 29 (2003), Hayes replays her efforts to memorize and re-speak each of the four video tapes that
Patty Hearst recorded during her 1974 kidnapping
in Berkeley, California. By doing with words, Hayes’
performance highlights the precarity of an identity.
Moreover, Hearst’s adoption of a new persona, Tania,
on the last recording exemplifies exactly how words
are transformative.
The distinctions between performance and performativity in the exhibition are complicated. Hayes’ works,
which are often staged as “traditional” performances
comprising a performer and an audience, invite viewers
to participate in acts of listening, reading and watching.
For instance, the upstairs space of the gallery becomes
a quasi-interactive stage on which viewers perform. By
asking visitors to listen, read, sit and even press play
on a record player, Hayes is permitting her audience
to become participants. The large-scale tapestry Now a
chasm has opened between us that holds us together and keeps us
apart, which was first exhibited in the artist’s solo exhibition There’s so much I want to say to you at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in 2012, is an ideal example
of the dialogical entanglements that the artist plays
with. Inspired by the words of political theorist Hannah

Amber Berson is a writer, curator and PhD student with a deep
love of artist-run centres.
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1 John L. Austin, How To
Do Things With Words
(Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press)
1962, 6.

Arendt, the 100-foot-long curtain transforms viewing
into a physical activity. While simultaneously reading
and walking, the participant’s engagement becomes
itself a performance further blurring the lines between
audience, interpreter and content. Thus, in keeping
with Hayes’ interest in the power of words, she creates situations in which the concept and the act of
embodiment become both a source of knowledge and
a source of viewing.
The invitation to interact with Hayes’ art is echoed
in her own process of working with others, such as
her ongoing collaborations with New York-based artist Andrea Geyer. Credited as a collaborator on two
pieces: In Times Like These Only Criminals Remain Silent
(2005) and Space-Set/Set-Space (2012/2014), Geyer’s
presence in the exhibition is an important indication
of Hayes’ interest in including other voices within her
narratives. In Space-Set/Set-Space, Hayes and Geyer designed a site-specific wooden stage, a piece of art in
and of itself, comprising customized platforms, ramps,
walls, and seating to support the artwork as well as the
viewer while they interact.
Conceptually, the staging of space in the exhibition
parallels Austin’s concept of performativity. Likened
to a methodology that enables the artist and the viewer
to re-experience and re-live what has already occurred,
this model provides a timeless platform on which to
engage with and embody history. Riddled with challenges, it is difficult to institutionalize acts of doing
in part due to the erasure of liveness, temporality and
site-specificity, but also because the artist is no longer
present. In other words, by removing the original performance from its original context makes it very difficult to immobilize and essentially duplicate an event
or action. Like an utterance, Hayes and Geyer’s carefully constructed platform allows the viewer to enter

(and re-enter) the experience and become a part of history rather than remain an observer.
In comparison to other exhibitions that have presented performance, Hayes’ work never succumbs to
being “documentation.” In 2010, the Museum of Modern
Art in New York hosted the first ever retrospective of
performance art entitled Marina Abramović: The Artist is
Present by staging reenactments of the artist’s original
interventions throughout the museum. With live actors,
many of Abramović’s pieces were re-staged allowing
the viewer to experience the work anew. The limitation with this curatorial tactic is that the bodies were
not Abramović’s, nor her former collaborator Ulay’s.
There is something to be said about the specificity of
the body – the artist’s body. In Hayes’ exhibition, the
bodies are present through sound, on screen and in
print. Sounds of voices are echoed in the air and heard
through headphones while words are re-spoken on paper and on fabric. Rather than attempting to recreate
the past, Hayes transforms history, time and place
into (current) performative matter.
Loudspeakers and Other Forms of Listening challenges
the traditional definitions and re-presentations of performance art. Centred on performance-as-method
rather than performance-as-art, Hayes’ re-speakings
are reminiscent of theatre productions. Translating
into experiences, gestures, monologues and dialogues,
her body of work ultimately becomes performance through
the artist and the viewer’s embodiment of history, love
and politics. Therefore, through methods of speaking
and re-speaking, Sharon Hayes dares her audience, and
the art gallery, to shift the ways in which performance
art is practised and continually re-practised.
Jaclyn Meloche is an artist and PhD Candidate (Humanities)
at Concordia University.

Sharon Hayes (in collaboration with Sarah Gordon), Sarah H. Gordon's Strike Journal, May 1970
(2012), 2 double-LP record sets; silkscreened album cover and turntables, 75 minutes, editions of
5 + 4 and Andrea Geyer and Sharon Hayes, Space-Set/Set-Space, 2012/2014, plywood, lumber,
MDF, hardware, carpet, paint
photo : rémi thériault
image courtesy of the artists , galerie thomas zander , cologne and tanya leighton gallery, berlin
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A Problem So Big It Needs
Other People
SBC Gallery of Contemporary
Art, Montreal
March 15–May 3, 2014
by Kari Cwynar
A Problem So Big It Needs Other People, curated by cheyanne
turions, is a proposition to consider the sovereign self
as a contingent subject, one that is constructed relationally while acknowledging the “irreducible sovereignty” of
others. This group exhibition is a component of SBC
Gallery’s 2012–2014 “focus program” on sovereignty and
is the end result of turions’ year-long research residency.
Prevailing definitions of sovereignty encompass
“supreme power or authority,” “the authority of a state
to govern itself or another state,” and “a self-governing state.” Rarely does subjectivity enter the picture,
though it should. A Problem So Big… foregrounds the
inherent and often invisible process of negotiation and
translation between individuals, as it unfolds through
language, material, states and institutions. Negotiation
is a massive part of what we do (in art and otherwise)
but it usually remains comfortably below the surface of
the finished product or outcome.
A Problem... is oriented around Maggie Groat’s Fences
Will Turn Into Tables (2010–2013) – a massive table constructed of found fence boards salvaged by Groat over
three years. The fence, a literal and metaphorical device for partitioning and establishing ownership, is
here transformed into a space for negotiation and
conversation. The table is a sculpture but it is also
used here as a table: many of the exhibition’s eventbased components take place around it.
In the first performance, Basil AlZeri positioned
food preparation as resistance: he made and served a
Palestinian version of za’atar following his mother’s
recipe, sprinkling the table with pink salt as he alternated
between English, French and the Mohawk language
Kanien’keha and later narrating his actions in Arabic.
Beginning the way, the exhibition invoked at its outset

old but still pertinent conversations around identity,
assimilation and the specificity of language and generational knowledge – key questions of sovereignty. Related
issues around the contingency of language and identity
emerged in Chelsea Vowel’s essay on indigenous languages and loss, which was read collectively (at the table)
during an iteration of the reading group No Reading After
the Internet.
Another weekend, Gabrielle Moser and Annie MacDonell hosted a session of No Looking After the Internet
(a collaborative looking session), spreading the table
with the source images for MacDonell’s Picture Collection
Series taken from the Toronto Reference Library’s public
Picture Collection. MacDonell’s photographs communicate differently in the physical presence of the public
archive from which she works, conjuring the archivists
and librarians who have shaped the “official” record of
images and determined MacDonell’s possible outcome.
One would otherwise see MacDonell’s reproductions
of mirror images, doubling and reflecting as metaconversations around representation of the self and
self-reflexivity, a role they perform well. But rarely are
we impelled to put the conditions of production and
the works’ contingency on institutional processes first.
It is significant that events like Moser and MacDonell’s
are not parallel programs, but core elements of the
exhibition itself; this structure necessitates consideration of the frameworks and institutions in which we
work and the methods through which we come to the
work of others.
Following this line of thinking, Tiziana La Melia’s
sculptures are the most unexpected addition: they
stand alone, rich in their materiality. I am drawn to
these, the exhibition’s most “beautiful” objects, and
feel guilty for it. But we are speaking in the context of
the visual arts and exhibition-making. We know performance, dance, dinner conversations and reading
groups are never completed alone and imply a necessary negotiation among parties, but our vocabulary for
more traditional mediums – painting, sculpture, photography – often assumes an individual maker and a critical
distance. We are forced to ask questions like: Has there
ever been a sovereign object? And, what is the negotiation within the artwork itself? In this context, La Melia’s
sculptures are material negotiations, and one sees how
these incongruous materials – soft silk swaths nestled in

Tiziana La Melia, clay voice drink still, 2013-2014, glazed ceramic, variable dimensions.
photo : guy l' heureux
image courtesy of sbc gallery, montreal
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bent wire, limp Dura-Lar® folded over steel structures,
frayed linen edges beneath a glistening transparent
shell, pop tabs, magnets, coat hangers – rub up against
each other and settle in together.
When the events are not in session, the exhibition
appears muted, almost domestic, anchored by Groat’s
table, with residual thyme from AlZeri’s performance as
a centrepiece, MacDonell’s pictures adorning one wall
and La Melia’s sculptures dotting the space. Beneath
its calm façade and visual quietude, the exhibition is
propelled by language: in Vowel’s essay, in Susan Hiller’s
film, The Last Silent Movie, in which ones hears the disembodied voices of the last speakers of dead or dying
languages, and in Tanya Lukin Linklater’s Slow Scrape,
where large hanging banners bear poems derived from
instructional conversations with Native mitt-makers.
These poems were later used as the score for a performance with dancer Daina Ashbee and choreographer
Lukin Linklater, further translating between traditional, linguistic and bodily ways of knowing.
The material restraint and layered discourse makes
sense given that negotiation relies on language. One
senses a slow-burning commitment to initiating conversations around the contemporary sovereign self
rather than the desire to unleash all at once. Fittingly,
the politics of the exhibition are imbedded and omnipresent, but not shouted. For example, the majority
of the participants are indigenous and it is important
that the exhibition foregrounds an indigenous perspective – conversations around sovereignty in Quebec
and Canada usually position English and French. However, sovereignty and indigenous sovereignty are not
only indigenous issues, and the range of negotiations
presented here across linguistic, material, political,
poetic, institutional and individual realms palpably
implicates many different subject positions.
The exhibition rather beautifully presents the continuous back and forth between the individual and the
collective, mirroring a sovereign self that is contingent
on give-and-take relationships, but there is no attempt
to summarize the results or to deliver a neatly packaged conclusion. What are the right questions to ask
of a contingent and propositional exhibition in which
the desired outcome is to set processes of negotiation
in motion? When is the table Maggie Groat’s sculpture
and when is it a space for facilitation? We shouldn’t
answer yet. An exhibition like this one, in the context of
SBC’s extended research project featuring two years
of programming around sovereignty, both proposes
and enacts a structure for long-term thinking, which is
necessary: good exhibitions don’t offer instant gratification nor can shifts in perception take place in six weeks.

Chiharu Shiota: Trace of Memory
The Mattress Factory, Pittsburgh
September 12, 2013 - 2015
by Daniella E. Sanader

Seeking to document histories in empty spaces, Chiharu
Shiota’s installation Trace of Memory is on display at
the Mattress Factory in Pittsburgh through 2015. The
Japanese Berlin-based artist’s recent installation for
the Mattress Factory’s new satellite space at 516 Sampsonia Way featured an excessive accumulation of black
thread, webbed in complex angles to fill the otherwise
empty rooms of the 19th-century row home, burgeoning
in the air like a dense cloud or a highly intimidating
cobweb. To accompany her highly characteristic thread
work, Shiota supplied the eight rooms of 516 Sampsonia Way with a collection of antique items chosen to
represent the long history of the site: suitcases, dusty
books, a sewing table, a disembodied wedding dress
suspended in mid-air. Shiota’s thread encases these
objects and blocks their access from visitors – perhaps
protecting them from the ravages of history, perhaps
suffocating them under layers of foreign matter. Every
room in the three-storey domestic environment has
been given the same condensed treatment, and curved
tunnel-like pathways have been left available for viewers to wander from room to room, an invitation to engage with the site’s material histories.
On my part, interrogating site-specificity at the
Mattress Factory seems almost too self-evident: as
an arts institution that specializes in the collection
and display of room-sized installations, an interest in

Kari Cwynar curates and writes and is director of
Kunstverein Toronto.
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space and place remains at the core of the Pittsburgh
museum’s exhibitions and projects. The specific relationships between artmaking and lived space are a
primary concern for the institution as well, as it also
offers a well-known residency program that invites
artists and curators to live at the museum as they develop new work, often living within apartments featuring
interventions by other artists. The Mattress Factory –
itself a former mattress warehouse – remains resolutely
embedded in the local, part of a residential neighbourhood block on Pittsburgh’s North Side. 516 Sampsonia
Way is the most recently acquired Mattress Factory
satellite space in the neighbourhood, and Trace of
Memory is its inaugural intervention. Ultimately, such a
committed mandate for site-specificity opens up a potentially fruitful cluster of questions around art world
economies for space and place: what does it mean to
collect rooms, to archive spatiality? How does localness direct artmaking in residencies, and how does
that immediate site-specificity translate outwards into
a broader art practice, such as when the resident returns
home or travels elsewhere? And, perhaps most importantly, how does an imagined commitment to localness
become actualized within the histories it claims to
represent?
While Shiota’s work involves an effort to deliberately visualize 516 Sampsonia Way’s local past, to
which I’ll return in a moment, the uncanny and evocative power of Trace of Memory primarily emerges from
the installation’s remarkable ability to re-emphasize
the preexisting material conditions of historical space.
After the acquisition of the site, all surfaces were left
untreated for Shiota’s intervention: the wooden floors
remained creaky and scuffed, the walls were a messy
assortment of paint and torn wallpaper. Strangely,
while the infinite mass of black thread physically obscured many of these details of 516 Sampsonia Way,
it primarily worked to make them all the more obvious, as if Shiota’s dense-yet-delicate installation was

simply another organic step in the building’s steady
decay. The tangled threads in Trace of Memory stand as
the accumulation of time in empty space, a visualization of history and its material effects on the atmosphere of a home. That being said, the objects chosen by
Shiota to centre these entropic forces – a haphazard
pile of open suitcases, a ghostly white wedding dress
suspended in mid-air, and a metal-framed bed among
them – veer towards over-determining her installation,
closing off its capacity to create other associations
within the space. The floating wedding dress seems
particularly conspicuous in this context, functioning
to somewhat over-typify the installation in a spooky
pseudo-Victorian aesthetic that detracts from the
beautifully ambiguous, fragile and uncannily threatening environment her thread technique has otherwise
created. Perhaps Shiota’s installation enacts the delicate issues at the heart of building site-specificity and
localness into an art practice, articulating both the richness available in exploring the material archaeologies
of place, and the potential disconnects that can emerge
when attempting to visualize its specific histories.
However, the bodily experience of the atmosphere
in Shiota’s intervention on 516 Sampsonia Way is an
enthralling one. Light pouring in from the windows of
the row home seems to tangle itself within the masses
of thread, refracting in new directions and catching
the occasional clouds of dust that remain suspended
in the air. With each staircase upward, the exhibition
space grows warmer and warmer, until the heat reaches
an almost overwhelming apex on the installation’s
third and highest floor. During subsequent research,
I was surprised to learn that the steady acceleration
in heat was not a creative decision on Shiota’s part,
but rather an accidental – yet strangely productive –
byproduct in the Mattress Factory’s efforts to maintain a space as old as 516 Sampsonia Way. Its effects
were striking: paired with the thread and dust on the
exhibition’s third floor, the heavy warmth caused the

Chiharu Shiota, Trace of Memory, 2013, thread, installation view.
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atmosphere to almost crackle with latent energy, further emphasizing the material weight of history within
the aging Pittsburgh home. The serendipitous issue of
uncontrollable heating returns me to thinking about
site-specificity in relation to Trace of Memory. The
installation builds a complex and unresolved relationship to the histories it attempts to represent: instead
of understanding site-specificity as a unidirectional
relationship where a space supplies raw material for
artistic interpretation, here the site also enacts new
specificities on the artistic practice in question. The
site is not simply interpreted anew; it is interpreting in
its own turn. Ultimately, Shiota’s installation runs into
some problems in over-determining the physical content of 516 Sampsonia Way’s storied past, indicating
how a reliance on certain tropes of historical space can
become too conspicuous when attempting to engage
with localness in the present. Yet as the atmosphere
quietly shimmers with heat, dust and looming clouds of
black thread, Trace of Memory beautifully accentuates the
ways in which history permeates the very air we breathe.

Damage Control: Art and
Destruction Since 1950
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
Garden, Washington DC
October 24, 2013–May 26, 2014
by Joseph Henry

 aniella E. Sanader is an arts writer and researcher-by-trade
D
living in Toronto.

When Máximo Caminero shattered one of Ai Weiwei’s
famous vases at the Perez Art Museum Miami, he
intended it as a protest against the museum’s promotion of successful international artists at the expense
of local practitioners. In a grainy cellphone recording
of the event, Caminero picks up one of Ai’s ancient
painted treasures and drops it onto the hard surface of
the gallery floor. The booming cacophony of the vase’s
shattering harshly interrupts the usual whispers, footsteps and ambient noise of gallery viewing. For anyone
weaned on the hushed protocol of museum spectatorship, Caminero’s performative iconoclasm carried the
effect of almost shocking direct action politics.
But perhaps that’s a result not so much of Caminero’s
audacity, but rather the vacuum-sealed respectability
attached to art — a valuation already mocked in Ai’s
photographs of himself dropping a Han Dynasty vase.
Idealized as the supreme act of pure creation, art
can in fact invoke more negative impulses: consider
Wlodzimierz Umaniec’s defacement of a Rothko painting at the Tate Modern in the name of yellowism, his
artistic ideology, or more infamously, the attacks on
Chris Ofili’s heretical The Holy Virgin Mary (1996) at the
Brooklyn Museum in 1999.
Reversely, when events of violence and catastrophe
gain artistic status, the very ethical categorization of
art comes under fire. German composer Karlheinz
Stockhausen earned public ire for his praise of the
9/11 attacks as supreme works of art and canonically,
Surrealist founder André Breton saw maximum poetry
in walking into a crowd and firing a gun at random. Art’s
twin potentials of creation and destruction, and their
occasional equivalency, are where the politics of artistic
production are the most exaggerated: the impulse to
destroy art shows its very power, and art’s impulse to
destroy shows its very limit.
This theoretical nexus informs the broad survey
Damage Control: Art and Destruction Since 1950 at the
Smithsonian’s Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden
in Washington, DC. Curated by Kerry Brougher and
Russell Ferguson, the exhibition claims to tap into a
visual culture of destruction historically promoted
by the postwar development of cataclysmic weapons
technologies and expanded media infrastructures.
In art ranging from mid-century to the present, the
curators stick to a fairly canonical line: Rauschenberg’s
Erased de Kooning Drawing (1953), Yoko Ono’s Cut
Piece (1965), and Jeff Wall’s The Destroyed Room (1978),
for example.

Chiharu Shiota, Trace of Memory, 2013, thread, installation view.
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Their opening salvo in the exhibition’s first gallery
acts as a primal scene of modern sublime violence —
footage of early-1950s atomic bomb tests filmed by
engineer Harold Edgerton. The iconic mushroom
clouds oneirically dilate and contract in an almost eerie
moving image companion to colour field paintings
of the same period. The hypnotic allure of the atomic
bomb’s majestic apocalypse, Brougher and Ferguson
seem to argue, speaks to not only the aesthetic capacity of destruction as opposed to creation, but the
slipperiness between artistic value and the politics
to which it might attach: that which appears beautiful
might actually be responsible for the worst kind of
moral ugliness. The inability of Damage Control to then
refine a concept of destruction and violence beyond
those concepts’ existential magnetism proves to be
the exhibition’s failure, and renders all the more conspicuous its relatively tame curatorial selection.
Part of the problem is how artful the exhibition
feels in spite of its at times edgy or even difficult subject
matter. The inclusion of Edgerton’s bomb tests represents an opportunity to bring an extended range of
objects into the exhibition’s scope, but it acts as the
only gesture at explicitly non-fine arts material. Imagine if the curators had included footage of the 9/11
attacks, so often discussed in terms of its aesthetics,
alongside slightly predictable art historical entries like
Jean Tinguely’s 1960 Homage to New York or Warhol’s
electric chair screenprints of the same decade. The
investigation of destruction’s aesthetics stays rather
institutional in Damage Control, but that distanced
position also extends to the exhibition’s reading of
destruction as a catchall for any matter of subtractive
behaviour. Much like the show’s arguable kissing cousin, 1993’s Abject Art: Repulsion and Desire in American Art
at the Whitney Museum of American Art, Damage
Control obviates political distinctions between murder,
death, disaster, deconstruction and their concomitant
aesthetics. Without this focus, the exhibition’s structure
warps into a permanent-collection checklist.
Which isn’t to say that when viewed atomistically,
some works don’t fruitfully open up some of these
questions. The exhibition’s strongest entries are those
that explore the political contingency of destruction or
violence, as either resistance or oppression. In his film
a movie (1958), Bruce Connor sets a heavy-handed

Hollywood score full of pathos over scenes of boats
sinking, planes crashing and children starving. The
decontextualized images become impossible to affectively read when coupled with the emotional intensity of
music. Laurel Nakadate’s single-channel video Greater
New York (2005) works in a similar vein: she dons a Girl
Scout uniform and weeps in front of a smoking World
Trade Center on 9/11. Her histrionic patriotism unnerves in an ambivalent relationship to momentous,
historical violence. Christian Marclay’s incredible
Guitar Drag (2000) uses the intense wails of a distorted
guitar to register the visceral horror of a 1998 racially
motivated murder and achieves a political effect far
beyond any mimetic documentary engagement.
At the opposite end of the spectrum, more plainly
sobering works like the wartime photography of Walead
Beshty and Luc Delahaye, respectively, simply articulate destruction through an easy melancholy of loss. The
range of emotional response to these works remains
limited, as with more sardonic entries exhibited like
Ai’s vase photographs or Jeff Wall’s stagy wreckage.
When artists engage damage, violence and provocation as faits accomplis, their investigations become
near-sighted explorations of simple negativity or subtraction. Worse, conceptualist exercises in destructive
art making in Damage Control, like John Baldessari’s
Cremation Project (1970), ring hollow in comparison to
more politicized, weighty work — a fault of curation
more so than art-making.
In its ecumenical curation, Damage Control loses the
opportunity to push a more vital critique of art’s collusion with or challenge against violence. Ruin, deterioration and devastation stay within the confines of
clean institutionalism and standard art history. But
perhaps such is the inevitable paradox of an exhibition
on destruction financed by a national government and
geographically located amidst an embarrassment of
public war memorials and monuments. In the aesthetic encounter with damaging art, either conceptually, materially or metaphorically, the goal might be to
unearth the causes and effects of damage from the
inertia of history, rather than leave those narratives in
mummified form.
Joseph Henry is an incoming PhD student in Art History
at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York.

Laurel Nakadate, still from Greater New York, 2005, single-channel video

image courtesy of the hirshhorn museum and sculpture garden , washington dc
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Graeme Patterson:
Secret Citadel
Art Gallery of Nova Scotia,
Halifax
Febraury 1 – May 30, 2014
by Jane Affleck
In 2007, New Brunswick-based nscad University alumnus
Graeme Patterson achieved wide recognition across
Canada with Woodrow, a multi-piece installation of
miniature architectural constructions and short animated films exhibited at Parisian Laundry as part of
the Montreal Biennale (it was at the Art Gallery of Nova
Scotia the same year). Though the loss of Patterson’s
grandfather was the personal impetus for the work,
Woodrow’s dilapidated buildings could also be read as
a statement about the dissolution of rural life.
Like Woodrow, Secret Citadel is an installation comprised of 3D constructions and short films. All four
constructions here involve a miniaturized element;
three also have a life-size “active” element (i.e., they
are part of the piece’s content – bunk-beds in Camp
Wakonda; bleachers in Grudge Match; and a player piano
in Player Piano Waltz). The combination of scales invokes
a disconcerting Alice in Wonderland feeling: that your
body is somehow simultaneously larger and smaller
than normal, whether you stand at a distance or up
close. Your perspective becomes that of both child and
hulking adult – an appropriate response to the show’s
content, particularly as provided by the four constructions that are plot points narrating the childhood
friendship between two males, their adolescent quarrel
and their subsequent estrangement. Projected on one
wall and inside all the constructions except Grudge
Match are stop-motion films featuring diminutive animal
“mascot”1 figures. Live-action films in which Patterson

wears life-size mascot costumes are projected on two
panels positioned near Player Piano Waltz; get close
enough to activate the piano’s melancholy melody
(Patterson’s composition) and you also see the films
within. The films, too, with points of view that shift
from child to adult, heighten the sense of morphologic dissonance.
As with Woodrow, Secret Citadel has autobiographical elements dealing with loss; the friendship is based
on one of the artist’s own.2 Yet the mascots, onto
whose expressionless mugs a viewer can project his or
her own ambitions, fears and failures (and desire to
dance, as evoked by one of the stop-action films), make
the exhibition and its themes easily accessible. Sympathetic protagonists alone do not make a narrative
successful, but the requisite conflict – an underlying
competitiveness that ultimately drives the friends
apart – builds in Secret Citadel piece by piece until the
climax and dénouement.
The story begins with The Mountain, in which conflict
isn’t overt; rather, the piece functions to provide the
back-story. Two miniature bungalows3 flank the coneshaped mountain, a rainy-Saturday-afternoon “fort”
draped in white tablecloths and surrounded by whimsical, Seuss-like fun-fur trees. Inside the mountain is a
cavernous workshop, in which play has become serious
industry, its products meta-miniature versions of each
of the constructions and one of the films. Instead of
conflict, the piece evinces collaboration. In the exhibition’s larger context, however, these could be the first
manifestations of rivalry (though which mascot made
what is not clear).
Camp Wakonda presents conflict with less subtlety.
The four stop-motion films within the bunk-beds’ charred
frames more deeply explore the competitive underbelly
of play. In one film, a child version of the buffalo sets
fire to toys; the incredibly rendered glare of the matches
igniting and their ensuing huffs of smoke do not distract from the gesture’s spiteful, vengeful connotation.
That the films project within bunk-beds imbues them

1 M
 edia tour at AGNS,
January 28, 2014. (Patterson most often
referred to the two
figures as “mascots,”
though he also called
them “little guys” occasionally.)
2 Ibid.
3 P
 atterson also noted
that the houses represented the childhood
homes of himself and
a friend, which were
separated by this
mountain.

Graeme Patterson, The Mountain, 2013, mixed media installation, dimensions variable
image courtesy of the art gallery of nova scotia , halifax
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4 P
 atterson explained
that the two live side
by side in the rooming
house unbeknownst to
each other; they visit
the bar to play darts,
etc., at different times.

with aspects of dreams and the subconscious, suggesting
that deep within everyone is the good as well as the bad,
including a desire to be better than even our friends.
The height of the conflict occurs in the largest construction, Grudge Match, a high-school-gymnasiumcum-wrestling-ring. In opposite corners sit not the
mascots but two human male figures, one in blue, the
other in orange. In the accompanying stop-motion film,
the wrestlers display no chest-smacking histrionics;
rather, they seem resigned to grapple indefinitely, which
the looped film makes possible. Their cyclical gestures
stand for the way one mentally revisits an argument
and the repetitious thinking that hinders resolution.
If the physical tableau of the court/ring represents the
match’s end, then the protracted conflict does result
in a winner, but just barely: scorecards show 22 to 23.
Neither competitor has an arm raised in celebration;
the scene is anti-climactic.
Player Piano Waltz fulfills the Pyrrhic victory of the
wrestling match. The functioning piano is topped by a
wooden construction with three interior spaces: a tavern
below, two bachelor apartments above. Live action and
stop-motion films reveal the mascots in their lonely
dotage; physically close yet emotionally distant, they’re
unaware of each other 4, and the narrative concludes
with a moral lesson about pride and forgiveness. It’s
not a tidy resolution, however, as pieces of the story
are still missing: what caused the conflict? What happened to them between the wrestling match and the
rooming house? (And what do the small black-andwhite schematic “drawings” of the four 3D constructions contribute to the exhibition?) The viewer is left

Neil Beloufa, Julie Born Schwartz,
Christopher Kulendran Thomas,
Timur Si-Qin, Lewis Teague Wright,
and Tyra Tingleff: Fulfilment Centre
The Sunday Painter, London
March 1 - 30, 2014
by Dan Munn
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to anticipate the ultimate dénouement: will they meet
in the bar, embrace in a back-thumping bro hug before buying a round? Or will they clasp hands and armwrestle on the bar, best of three rounds? Given their
history, it could go either way.
But such questions are perhaps extraneous to work
that deconstructs the arguably false ideals comprising
modern Western stereotypes – even “myths” – of masculinity: that men must compete to win at sports, that
they must be ambitious, aggressive, “alpha.” It goes
without saying that all men can’t win all the time, as
the wrestling match demonstrates.
Though rooted in personal concerns with male
friendship, Secret Citadel is also relevant to our larger
socio-political context, as discussions continue around
the role of Canada’s military, post-withdrawal from
Afghanistan. Alongside is the growing acceptance of
the phenomenon of post-traumatic stress disorder
(ptsd), which disproves notions of men as infallible
and invulnerable. And that men are pressured to be
infallible and invulnerable – or are led to believe that
they are – is perhaps where the trouble begins. Patterson’s work also questions certain behavioural “norms”:
why fight to win, if winning gets you no farther ahead
than losing?
Secret Citadel, with its extraordinary attention to detail, craft and artifice, offers an engaging narrative that
is at times ludic and humourous. Read more deeply,
and the mascots’ antics parlay into a profound fable
of human experience that is nostalgic without being
maudlin, that admonishes without judging.
		

Jane Affleck is a writer and instructor based in Halifax.

Taking its title from the Zen-like nomenclature of online
retailer Amazon’s warehouse facilities, this exhibition
draws parallels between the commodification of both
New Age spirituality and contemporary art, and their
adaptation to new forms of social, cultural, geographic
and chronologic displacement. Works on display complicate rigid boundaries between what the Vatican’s
A Christian Reflection on the New Age (2003) refers to as
“visible and invisible universes linked by a series of
correspondences, analogies and influences,” many
incorporating indexes of their own production and
distribution. In doing so, they resist the current malleability of art brought on through the deskilling of
modernism, the apolitical focus of poststructuralism,
and a partial untethering from dominative patronage.
Testament to this tractability is the inclusion of Tyra
Tingleff’s Respect pop, but we’re broken up... whose loose,
blurred subject is built up in airbrushed oils, a medium
more commonly employed in photorealist imagery.
Making possible representations equivalent, its aes-
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1 In
 I had an expectation
that it would fade (Part
I), the artist interviews
individuals who have
lost one or several limbs
and who all experience
“phantom limb pain.”
Her interest in the mirror box technique of
Vilayanur S. Ramachandran, used on amputees
as a way of replacing
the sensation of a paralyzed limb by filling the
empty space with a reflection of the patient’s
still-functional limb, led
her to work with Centroid
Motion Capture (of films
such as Prometheus and
The House of the Dead)
to transpose this visualization mechanism into
digital space.
2 I ncreasingly ubiquitous
3D scanning and augmented reality for webcams mark the end of
an era of anonymity for
digital avatars, and
open the door to salesdriving services such
as virtual dressing room
Zugara (patented in
2012) which “allows a
shopper to use their
webcam as a magic
mirror to try on items
virtually.”

thetic echoes the adaptivity of New Age pluralism
which, as Wouter Hanegraaff writes, finds “broad similarities between a wide variety of, ‘alternative’ ideas,
and pursuits.”
For the work Suspicions In, For, Without Paradise Lewis
Teague Wright recreates an incidental display found
in a hardware store in Benin: a piece of corrugated
iron rolled up, resembling a fluted column. The copper plated wire that holds the corrugated structure in
tension has been blessed by Voodoo masters, as has a
small section of the gallery’s floorboards that the artist
carried with him. Returned to the gallery, the floorboards are not technically “on display,” and the ritual
which has transpired is only available by word of mouth.
These interventions extend Wright’s esoteric glossary
of objects complicating the rigid lines dividing organic
and synthetic, sign and signified. Cumulatively they
hint at, albeit mostly via anecdote, the wider ecology of
art which (as artist Christopher Kulendran Thomas describes) includes “all the transactions, translations and
manipulations involved in its networked circulation, as
well as (but not limited to) gallery-bound spectatorship.”
Looking at the big picture of retail and supply today,
“visible” interfaces include screen-based and print advertising, trade fairs, bricks-and-mortar stores and
online storefronts, while the invisible operates within
focus groups, in creative and technology hubs, logistics
and sites of offsite production and storage. Julie Born
Schwartz brings anatomic, personal and mystical sources
onto a photographic set in I had an expectation that it
would fade (Part ii)1. On a giclee-printed infinity curve, an
arm-muscle model rests gold-painted fingers on a pair
of dice-sized pyramids. As the subject of an imminent
photo shoot, the mannequin-esque limb, in its hybrid
form between anatomy and figurative sculpture, alludes
to the increasingly realist interface between the online
consumer’s body and their digital avatar.2 The backdrop image is an enlarged detail of a patterned piece
of paper that belonged to the artist’s grandmother, a
bookbinder, who sadly passed away while this work
was being made. Schwartz’s abstract and stylized infusion of personal narratives into this marketing mechanism echoes Barbara Kruger’s feminist withdrawal
from representation; both demand to engage the viewer

on terms distinct from those of their time.
In Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology After the End of the
World, theorist Tim Morton raises the issue of human
response to a geographically diffuse phenomenon such
as global warming. What becomes of the human body
and will in a globe that withdraws from relation, despite (or perhaps due to) our voracity for extending
our reach through technology? In Stock Photography as
Evolutionary Attractor, Timur Si-Qin describes advertising
imagery in biological terms3, where (as Deepak Chopra
phrases it in The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success [1994])
“the same laws that nature uses to create a forest, a star,
or a human body can also bring about the fulfilment
of our deepest desires.” Two stock images showcasing
silky-smooth skin (in a not-East-not-West cosmopolitanism, one image shows Asian skin that appears bleached,
the other, tanned caucasian skin) are printed on the
backside of an X-banner stand in Si-Qin’s Deliver me
from dipolar spirits, their unfocussed seduction operating
as emptied-out advertising. The primally attractive
images are framed as isolated romantic constructions
on a non-anthropocentric expanse.
Employees of Amazon’s Fulfilment Centres find
themselves on the precarious vanguard of the information economy’s global labour market, reminding
undercover journalist Carole Cadwalladr at The Observer
of Great Depression era stories of men “standing at
the factory gate in the hope of being selected for a
few days' labour.” Consideration of labour and appropriation both online and across distance is integral to
Kulendran Thomas’ work www.when-platitudes-becomeform.lk (2013), in which he reconfigures a charcoal
drawing 4 of the elephant-headed god Ganesha purchased from a contemporary art gallery in Sri Lanka,
a country to which he has familial ties. The artist “may
be the biggest collector of [Sri Lankan artist Prageeth]
Manohansa at this point,” and also invests part of the
work’s proceeds towards community-organized filmmaking by members of the Tamil diaspora. The project
description that contextualizes the work’s production
within the economic boom following the Sri Lankan
genocide is written in a documentary tone that contrasts strikingly with the temporally sensitive stylizations by which the artist juxtaposes the contemporary

Julia Born Schwartz, I had an expectation that it would fade (Ⅱ), 2013,
mixed media installation, 435 cm ✕ 210 cm
image courtesy of the artist and the sunday painter , london
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aesthetics of Sri Lanka and the UK. Unavoidably more
a mark of the contemporary than its cutting edge, this
interpretive selection of signifiers is perhaps more
personally generous of the artist than his conceptualization of the work as bridging “the gap between his
family’s own origins and his current context.”
A similar misdirection of the personal besets the Malibased production of Kempinksi, in which Neil Beloufa
asked his interviewees to express their visions of the
future in present tense, while keeping his own off-screen.
“We move through light, through sound… from here
I can get to the North Pole in half a second,” says a
man standing amidst tropical foliage, illuminated only
by a portable fluorescent lamp. Like an ’80s Internet
utopia 5, these futures contain buildings with no doors
and cliffs that can move between continents. The immersive narratives are subtly drawn back into the material
present by the everyday sets. Questioning human dominion over time and space, the film also inadvertently highlights the persistence of ethnographic distance.
The exhibition’s press release asks if we might “contemplate further and differently to the way in which
art asks us to engage,” however, these lonely iterations
of ancient and modern icons cannot bring their historical ecologies to the realities of contemporary art.
They do however signal a departure from the romantic
idea of art as something that begins in the studio, attempting instead to map its diffuse causality. Aligning art’s
spectacle with the stubborn realism of today’s digital
personas, these works offer their makers anonymity
via misdirection and withdrawal, sometimes at the expense of their co-producers. Seeking a more holistic
iteration of contemporary art within the wider ecology
of art, through taking up the aesthetics of production
and distribution, this exhibition engages with the politics of artistic labour and appropriation.
		

3 S
 i-Qin discusses how
stock photography
employs specific colours and layouts as
a response to human
optic capabilities, and
why a face is different
from a non-face at a
subconscious level,
stating that “culture is
an extension of biology,” and as such, “represents only a part of
the spectrum of the
full human/animal
experience.”
 deity particularly
4 A
worshipped by traders
and merchants, images
of Ganesha exist in both
Hinduism and Buddhism,
many regionally inflected. Manohansa’s charcoal sketch appears to
foreground the anatomy
and movement of its
subject – the two (as
opposed to four or six)
armed likeness partially
removing the ability
for the figure to hold
its customary symbols
which include items
such as rope – “to pull
you nearer to the highest goal,” and an axe –
“to cut off all bonds of
attachment.”
 he Internet as Utopia
5 T
author Joshua Cowles
describes this utopia
as “a world without
states in which abundant, ‘free’, information
would equalize social
relations and challenge
traditional (pre-digital)
property rights.”

Dan Munn is an artist and writer based in London.

Timur Si-Qin, Deliver me from dipolar spirits, 2014, aluminum X-banner stands,
PVC blockout banner, macaw feathers, 1.9 m ✕ 2 m ✕ 1.8 m
image courtesy of the artist and the sunday painter , london
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MAY 10 – SEPTEMBER 7

PAM HALL: HOUSEWORK(S)
Guest curated by Dr. Melinda Pinfold
Pam Hall’s creative and social engagement with community is a long-standing and significant part of her artistic
practice. She invites members of the public to be creative collaborators – among these, a medical school, a
fish processing plant and a small rural parish hall. The house – with all of its physical, emotional, cultural, social
and gendered connotations – is the broad theme of this exhibition. The works, both displayed and performed,
represent the union of Hall’s solitary and collaborative practices.
Pam Hall, from 32 Days Towards a House of Prayer, 2007. Linen, permanent markers, wood, twine, 11” x 11” x 16”

to bring people and art

together

This is our gallery, a showcase for our soul, with works
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from home and around the world.
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Self-Organised
edited by Stine Hebert
and Anne Szefer Karlsen,
		
Published by
		
Open Editions,
2013

Self-Organised, edited by Stine Hebert and
Anne Szefer Karlsen, features essays exploring different visions of what self-organisation looks like, as well as the potential
freedom that it allows and the potential
pitfalls involved. Here, “self-organised” is
used to describe art projects that operate
independent of institutional and corporate
structures, but it is also intended to complicate the idea that self-organisation is always
oppositional or separatist. With essays by
Julie Ault, Céline Condorelli and Johan
Frederik Hartle, Jan Verwoert and curator
collective What, How & for Whom (whw),
among others, the text provides a variety of
insights into what can be achieved outside
of institutional systems, where non-institutional projects are written into a history
while conventionally fixed positions about
how artists and institutions function are
reassessed. The strength of the text lies
in the way that pitfalls of self-organisation
are assessed – namely, the essays on offer
do not simply present self-organisational
practices as an idealized and “better” option.
In many ways, what is argued throughout
the text is the idea that this opposition to
fixity allows for the possibility (and eventual likelihood) of an end to self-organised
projects, as seen in Linus Elmes’ essay “What
Happened, Happened.” This idea is contrasted with institutionalized spaces having a

Book Reviews

Review by
Amber Landgraff

harder time letting go and moving towards
a graceful end, choosing instead to entrench
themselves within a system that no longer
functions the way it was initially intended.
While the text explores the potential of
working outside of institutions, a theme
that consistently comes up throughout the
text is how difficult it is to avoid reproducing
institutional structures, such as falling back
on recognizable art histories to legitimize
collective practices. For example, in “Active
Recollection: Archiving ‘Group Material’,”
Julie Ault explores the realization that over
time historicizing the work of Group Material for participation in museum exhibitions led to lies being inadvertently told
about the collective’s work. The text further explains that the rehearsed description
of what it was that Group Material achieved
as a collective did not fully represent what
it was actually like to work collectively. Instead, going through the process of trying
to accurately document Group Material’s history actually demonstrated the messiness
in trying to document collective practices
as if there was a way to objectively present
works without a subjective viewpoint (particularly collective practices of which you
were a part).
Similarly Barnaby Drabble’s “On DeOrganisation” explores the conflict with
the argument that it is possible to move
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away from institutionalized practices while
still maintaining funding structures (where
funding would be “re-distributed” to selforganised bodies committed to presenting
that which is “true and worthy in the arts
community”). Drabble argues that when
that happens, self-organisation begins to
look and act very similarly to the very institutional practices it is fighting against, and
that we would be better off instead focusing
on de-organisation. He writes that “[w]e
need to have the courage to stop organising
things and to see what emerges, and the
first step in this process for freelancers is
to stop shoring up our craft in a rational
and managerial way and to consider our
own contribution to the institutional sector
(whether state or self-organised) as exemplary of a different mode of production.”
Drabble points out that the organisational
structures that haunt us are actually something that we are doing to ourselves; “we
are willingly ushering in an era of self-imposed micro-management that borders on
the institutionalisation of the self.”
Finally, Jan Verwoert’s essay, “All the
Wrong Examples,” explores the cooptation
of self-organisation by the state, using examples of politicians, such as Putin and
Berlusconi, who were able to successfully
position themselves as part of the solution,
despite their contributions to the problem,

Location

demonstrating how institutions use the instead of about how people can work torhetoric of self-organisation to encourage gether to make changes that are best for all
self-exploitation. Verwoert writes: “When involved. This co-opting of self-organisation
you invest faith in an exploitative relation- would lead to the dissolution of society at
ship, it will feel as if there was sense to it. large. According to Verwoert, we need to
That way you prevent yourself from facing start conceptualizing self-organisation for
the cruel fact that your current suffering the benefit of society as a whole, instead of
may be in vain! … By supporting the sys- as something that individuals have to do as
tem that exploits you, you can at least live a means of survival.
with the feeling that all is in order, even
Ultimately, the text follows a process
if the order is working against you.” For of thinking through self-organisation as
Verwoert, self-organisation has become an exploration of how we work together.
something that we, as artists, need to do For Verwoert, “working together” means a
in order to survive, pointing out that “[t]he rethinking of self-organisation as having inneed to create and maintain the economic dividual benefit and instead focusing on the
conditions for the continuation of your benefit to society as a whole. For Condorelli,
practice is a daily challenge…What gives it addresses friendship and working together
you a sense of freedom and empowerment as a process of labour. Of course, there is a
one day, on the next will remind you that problematic vagueness about what constithere is no other option.” Verwoert argues tutes a self-organised undertaking. It seems
that self-organization has become about that self-organisation ultimately refers to
putting emphasis on individual survival whether the labour involved comes from

The Lake
edited by Maggie Groat
		
Published by
		
Art Metropole,
2014

Maggie Groat’s The Lake is an experimental,
multidisciplinary research project that explores human relationships to lakes. Launched in conjunction with Groat’s Drinking the
Lake window exhibition at Art Metropole, the
publication consists of a curated selection
of literary and visual works by international
artists and writers. These individuals and
collectives have produced personal interpretations of the physical embodiment of “the
lake” as a metaphorical, cultural or spiritual construct that is mindful of both the
historical and contemporary significance of
bodies of freshwater across the country.
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participants who have a collective stake
in the decision-making process, runs in a
non-hierarchical fashion, and operates independently from institutional and corporate structures. Where the text potentially
fails is in its ability to consider self-organisation beyond whose labour is involved.
While self-organisation is one potential
way of working together, more emphasis
could have been placed on why and how
to self-organise, rather than simply that
self-organisation remains an option for
those that want to have a different kind of
stake in how they choose to work. However,
what is demonstrated by the text is how it
becomes important and useful to have a way
of talking about these projects as more than
simply an alternative to more recognizable institutional structures, and that selforganisation offers a rich and complicated
way of working in and of itself. 

Review by
Jonathan Lockyer

Consisting of both existing and new works, were a physical exhibition. It seems approThe Lake is structured as a meditation on priate that The Lake emanates from Toronto,
the interconnected relationships we create and Canada more broadly. Toronto is very
with our ancestors, communities and natural much defined, for better or worse, by its
and constructed environments, with lakes southern-facing shoreline and cluster of
acting as a central point of unification.
islands just a short ferry ride from the city’s
The Lake is, by and large, Ontario-centric centre. Both features play a central role in
in its approach to the collection and posi- the narrative of the publication, and are
tioning of its research, and one in which unquestionably part of the larger makeup
Lake Ontario plays a central role in the of Canada’s national relationship to bodies
narrative Groat weaves. The publication of freshwater, of which the nation claims
is atmospheric, creating a somewhat fore- ownership to over 20% of the world’s supply,
boding experience for the reader, which but of which less than half is renewable.
is akin to moving through The Lake as if it
The publication is introduced by way of
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an excerpt from the 2006 publication Home
Ground: Language for an American Landscape.
In it, American writer Patricia Hampl states
that “lake” exists as a flexible descriptor that
refers to a geographical feature with ranging ecosystems and natural resources. But
the lake is also an imaginative construct
predicated on human experience, and this
framing is limited by colloquial references
that differ based on one’s regional or cultural
understandings. This position is further elaborated by cheyanne turions, who states
that “an encounter with a lake is to experience the limits of human perception. But to
know the lake is to know it as a multiple
many, to see beyond what our eyes tell us is
there.” Central to the publication’s narrative,
The Lake hinges upon the human impacts
of movement and change on lakes, from
both a physical and metaphorical perspective. In speaking to “the lake,” contributors
approach their work as individuals who
each reflect a distinct engagement with
the topic.
Dana Fountain’s “Pleistocenic Lake
Ontario Revealed” maps three significant
Toronto paleontological findings from 1894
to 1976. The findings illustrate the radical
difference in the geography and ecosystems
that now comprise Lake Ontario, and the
ways in which both natural and human
interventions have shaped the lake. The
discovery of 11,000-year-old Paleoamerican
footprints by city workers laying water pipes
off the shores of Hanlan’s Point in 1908 represents a paradox of the human relationship
with the lake. The footprints are evidence
of human presence in the region at a time
when the lake’s shoreline sat more than a
kilometre farther south than its present
location, and reference a human reliance
on the lake and its shorelines as a major
route of transit. However, these footprints –
which were promptly covered with concrete
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to complete the installation of city water
pipes – would not have been uncovered had
it not been for the increasing encroachment
of industrialization on the lake itself.
“Lake Ontario Almanac,” Groat’s own
contribution to the publication, reads as
an interpretive, carefully selected field guide
to Lake Ontario and its surrounding regions.
Rather than being arranged according to
the months of the calendar, the 24 areas of
consideration – ranging from art, to etymology, to weather – touch on themes raised throughout the publication. Central to Groat’s
lake almanac is an acknowledgement that
each entry is inextricably connected to and
affected by human intervention. Groat’s
almanac illustrates settler interactions with
the lake as ongoing and invasive acts of
colonization. These relationships reveal a
clear disparity between the cultural significance of the lake for Indigenous and nonIndigenous, as well as human and non-human, inhabitants.
Building on a history of the lake as a
colonized space, Groat’s curation of The
Lake creates space for a reclaiming of Indigenous lands and knowledge spaces as
they relate to the lake. This is most acutely
and succinctly represented in Julie Nagam’s
contribution, “A Home for Our Migrations:
The Canoe as Indigenous Methodology.”
Through an Anishinaabe worldview, Nagam
locates Toronto and its cluster of islands
south of the city as a lifeline and meeting
ground for both Indigenous and settler
populations who have occupied and continue to occupy the lake and its surrounding
lands. Nagam invokes the canoe, a mode of
transportation and cultural symbol central
to the Canadian nationalist narrative, as an
embodiment of Indigenous methodology.
For her, the canoe is a physical extension
of the natural environment and is an embodiment of multiple, conflicted histories
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and cultural signifiers for both Indigenous
and non-Indigenous people. It is in this
new meeting ground, Nagam argues, that
the canoe acts as an embodied methodology
that will carry forward new “physical, conceptual and creative geographies of place
that are missing within the dominant Canadian narrative.” Throughout The Lake,
the reader comes to understand that both
humans and the lake are actors locked into
an explicated performance.
The written work within The Lake is the
most even contribution to the publication.
Artistic contributions to the publication
vary in effect, largely due to the nature of
some of the works that have been included.
While meditative photo essays from Duane
Linklater and Leisure (a collective consisting of Meredith Carruthers and Susannah
Wesley) are aptly suited to the format of
The Lake, other inclusions lack impact, such
as Sandra Rechico’s 1850, which briefly documents the artist’s installation work from
Nuit Blanche in 2010 when the artist marked
the 1850 shoreline of Lake Ontario along
present-day Front Street. Conversely, works
such as Ann Sanderson’s Invasive Species of
Lake Ontario are illustrations that would be
equally at home in a field guide to the plants
and animals of Lake Ontario. The works
become more compelling when read alongside that of Nagam, Groat, and Fountain.
That said, neither the “written” nor the
“artistic” works should read as singular and
disconnected from the larger publication.
Despite some of these inconsistencies, each
work – whether an essay, poem, or art project
– is part of the collective consciousness The
Lake establishes, and can be read as an experimental, non-linear intellectual exploration of
human interaction with the lake, rather than
as a traditional body of research. 
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Place, Language and Landscape
		

Inventory by Jonathan Lockyer

 hanging landscapes are an unavoidable truth of the lived
C
experiences of humans in both “natural” and “constructed”
environments. No matter how small or grand the interaction,
the simple fact of humans interacting with their surroundings
produces change. In the building of a shelter, the blazing of a
trail or the harvesting of the simplest of natural resources,
humans leave an indelible mark on the landscape. What follows
is an account of a continuing negotiation between humans and
our proximity to our natural and constructed environments.

Let X=Dislocation
Situated on the northeast corner of Front
Street West and Spadina Avenue in Toronto,
Anishinaabe artist Rebecca Belmore’s billboard series X is an exploration of the ongoing colonization of land through labour.
Belmore’s invocation of the “X” acts as a
symbolic warning sign for an anonymous
human presence on the landscape. Within
the context of a highly developed urban
intersection, these Xs are warning signs
that mark the constant residential and
commercial development of urban centres
across the country. This expansion is tied
to the continued dispossession of Indigenous peoples from their traditional lands
that can be tra-ced back to the signing of
treaties between Indigenous and Canadian
colonial nations, which Indigenous leaders
signed with an “X.” The billboards are part
of the Scotiabank Contact Photography
Festival, and were commissioned in conjunction with Belmore’s solo exhibition Kwe
at the Justina M. Barnicke Gallery, curated
by Wanda Nanibush.

Neighbourhoods and Trauma
Stan Douglas is adamant that his most recent
project, Circa 1948, is not a game. Instead,
the app – which is available as a free download at http://circa1948.nfb.ca – is an immersive narrative set in two post-war Vancouver neighbourhoods that no longer
exist: first, the Hotel Vancouver, located in
the city’s West End district, which filled
with returning war veterans and Vancouver’s
emerging middle class, and the second,
Hogan’s Alley, an eastside district and
working-class, ethnic slum. Class warfare,
corrupt city bureaucrats, racial tensions
and domestic violence set a backdrop for
participants to navigate a story they only
ever see fragments of at a time. Describing
what the NFB calls “a city caught between
the ruins of an old order, and the shape of
things to come,” this is a story that has no
clear beginning or ending.

Rebecca Belmore, from the billboard series X, 2014, in conjunction with the exhibition KWE at
Justina M. Barnicke Gallery, May 15 - August 9, 2014
photo : scott benesiinaabandan
image courtesy of the artist
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A Click Down Memory Lane
On April 23, 2014 Google Maps began to
roll out a new feature for their popular
“Street View” that allowed users to scroll
through various years of collected image
data for a particular location. Street View
has been an active feature on Google Maps
since 2007, which, depending on the frequency of documentation, gives users up
to seven years worth of content to navigate.
The feature can highlight the static, unchanging existence of a sleepy street corner
in Turtleford, Saskatchewan, or the staggering degree of structural development in Rio
de Janeiro, New York and Toronto. In a more
unsettling turn, the History feature unveils
the ravages of both natural and humaninduced disasters on cities such as New
Orleans, Louisiana, and Fukushima, Japan.

Reading the Street
Flaneur is a Berlin-based publication that explores one city street per issue in a manner
that embraces the complex, multi-layered
and fragmented nature of the street’s environment. While the editorial team suggests the
publication establishes a correlation between
often-disparate places, stories, people and
objects, Flaneur is very much a multidisciplinary exploration of these relationships. With
the first two issues focusing on Kantstrasse
(Berlin) and Georg-Schwarz-Strasse (Leipzig)
the magazine is a subjective body of cultural
research that does not ne-cessarily reflect
an outright love of a street. Instead the
editorial team taps into their immediate
emotional engagement with the streets they
explore while making selections for upcoming
publications. The publication thus attempts
to convey the larger narrative of a city by
exploring the microcosmic occurrences
that reflect the history and lived present
on a single street.

Location
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Artefact
 osh Thorpe and David Court,
J
On Printed Matter, 2011, vinyl text on window,
Printed Matter, New York

You could call it a “dumb-bell tenement”: two masses on each end and a
void in the middle making space for interior windows. A one, two, three,
four, five story building. Brick load-bearing walls composing the exterior, not
curtain walls like many modern buildings. (So the exterior is fireproof, but
the interior floor joists and partitions are wood, flammable.) The window is
an old single-glaze plate-glass show window with stainless steel trim and a
center mullion. This diner-type façade recalls the old Empire Diner across
the street. But it’s only decorative, like wallpaper. Layers of stickers are left
to collect on it, part of the makeshift ethos Printed Matter adopts…. A lot of
the materials here kind of cast back, reflect, somehow repel more than absorb. At night Kosuth’s neon quotation of Foucault shines out into the street.
A lot of play with concealment and exposure. Inside, you have exposed studs
behind clear Plexi half-walls. Out here, the Printed Matter sign layered over
“Loeffler Intercoms.” “Printed Matter at Loeffler Intercoms.” Someday it will
be “Printed Matter at somewhere else.”
This block between 10th and the Highline resembles a traffic island, a
no-man’s land; 10th is like a zipper separating residential Chelsea from the
larger building typology occupied by galleries today. This block will get fancier. And bigger. The Highline conducts more people here. And it’s elevated,
which in turn implies elevation for its surroundings. But New York is always
changing, a constant, almost seismic shifting through its depths and heights.
Static cities tend to become representations of themselves. Venice for instance. Or maybe not; “Venice” and “New York” must be meaningless to the
gull or the gnat…. Across the street, 192 Books retains a kind of 19th century
showcase storefront; the glass windows stick out into the street to show
off the merchandise. Windows like these fragment the image of the body.
You see yourself superimposed on the goods inside; animating objects, texts,
surfaces. Language and architecture folding over one another, working each
other over. A succession of spatial-semantic movement, pulling you along,
pushing you out … but it’s all surface, so there is no inside, it’s all outside.
				

↘

T
 ext edited and compiled from interviews with Myles Bennet, Dan Graham, Mark Jan Krayenhoff van de Leur,
Gordon Lebredt, Darlene Montgomery and Mimi Zeiger.
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(New York), 3A Gallery (New York), and David Roberts Art Foundation (London, UK). Recent articles
and interviews have been published by Canadian Art, Border Crossings, and the Power Plant, and
in 2009 Art Metropole published Thorpe’s first book, Dan Graham Pavilions: A Guide. In 2011,
Thorpe was a finalist in the Toronto Friends of the Visual Arts Artist Award and was elected to the
Sobey Art Award Ontario Long List.
				
David Court is a Brooklyn-based artist born in Halifax, Nova Scotia. Recent exhibitions include Almost
					
Everything, Eric Arthur Gallery, University of Toronto (2014); Milieu, Skol Centre des Arts Actuel,
Montreal (2013); More Than Two (Let It Make Itself), The Power Plant, Toronto (2013); Cultural
Fluency, BRIC Rotunda Gallery, New York (2013); Sediment, G Gallery, Toronto (2012); On Printed
Matter, in collaboration with Josh Thorpe, Printed Matter, New York (2011); and The Garden, in
collaboration with Josh Thorpe, Toronto Sculpture Garden, Toronto (2010). Court is a recipient of
a 2013-14 Workspace residency made possible by the Lower Manhattan Cultural Council.
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